CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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Guyanese poets and
writers participated in
a ‘One Republic’ virtual
poetry medley last
weekend in an event
hosted by the Pakaraima
Writers Association.
PWA was founded in 2005
by Janet Naidu to help
Guyanese writers and
artists promote their work
and get published. It was
hosted by PWA President
Habeeb Alli & Sharmaine
Itwaru. Among the
participants, in composite
photo, were (bottom left
to right) Lisa Freemantle,
Janet Naidu, Shirley
Najhram, Peter Jailall, &
James Richmond; in the
back row are (left to right)
Ken Puddicombe, Habeeb
Alli, Cliff Rajkumar, Ray
Williams, & Sharmaine
Itwaru.
Click here for Peter
Jailall’s Page 14 profile.

Carpenters Union celebrates BHM
www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Toronto – With the celebration of Black History Month It lives prevalently in many sectors, including the construcnow underway, the Carpenters Union has declared its ongo- tion industry,” Rowe said.
ing commitment, solidarity, and support for workers to chalHe added, “Sadly, and disturbingly, [United Brotherhood
lenge racism, sexism, and unjust treatment, noting that doing of Canada] members face discrimination and hateful acts of
so is an integral part of its core values.
violence and crime to this day. And it needs to stop. Safety,
“Workers in Canada deserve a safe, equitable workplace; diversity, and inclusion are the number one priority for the
discrimination threatens the rich social fabUBC Canadian District, and our goal is to
ric of our communities and country. The
protect our members by eliminating racism,
Carpenters Union commits to standing up for
discrimination, and xenophobia of all forms.”
the rights and dignity of our members in all of
Rowe also noted that, “We, as a Union, will
our communities. Celebrating and recogniscontinue our fight to make a difference,
ing Black History Month is a part of that,” it
and address injustices, because every worker
declared in a statement to mark BHM.
deserves to be respected and have the right
It added, “Across Ontario, Canada, and
to a safe workplace. Although I recognise
North America, the Carpenters Union has
that BHM is a time to celebrate and honour
been a home for new immigrants from around
the legacy of Black Canadians, past and presthe world, and a leader in the workplace
ent, it’s also a stark reminder of the work we
on workers’ rights, working conditions, and
have yet to complete in our efforts to combat
training/skills development. Standing up for
systemic racism.”
workers to challenge racism, sexism, and
Rowe’s statement was similarly echoed
unjust treatment is part and parcel of our core
at the provincial level by Chris Campbell,
Chris Campbell
values.”
Equity, Diversity & Inclusion representative
The statement also indicated that in 2022, in order to of the CDCO.
send a message of solidarity with Workers of Colour, the
Said Campbell: “On behalf of the membership, staff, and
Carpenters District Council of Ontario is collaborating with leadership of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
the Carpenters National office to promote BHM awareness Joiners of America, happy Black History Month Canada! The
on jobsites across Ontario.
diversity of our membership is one of our biggest attributes
The BHM message was reinforced in a statement from and proudest legacies. I am grateful to the Black leaders who
Canadian Vice President Jason Rowe.
went before us, and that built the structures upon which we
“February 2022 marks the 26th celebration of BHM in stand today!”
Canada. Yet, despite 26 years of recognising the history, comMessaging on celebrating and recognising BHM 2022
bined with decades of effort, education and calls to action, will take place on all of the Unions’ social media platforms,
See Page 4: Union proud
systemic anti-Black racism continues to exist in our country.
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$1,250,000

$1,095,000
A Stunning Package

There‘s Room For Laughter

Renovated, gorgeous home 2 storey detached
home in Bolton East. Features 3 bedroom + 4
bathrooms with numerous upgrades including a
remodeled modern kitchen with s/s appliances,
located on a quiet court, and close to all amenities.

Open concept liv & din rooms, family room with
gas f/p, a gourmet kitchen, large deck, primary
bedroom completely private w/washroom & w/in
closet. The computer loft is ideal for a home office.
Mutual main floor laundry room, internal access to
garage & separate entrance to basement.

$950,000

$949,900

Sharp As A Tack

My Name Is Desire

Spacious, bright, & clean freehold townhome in
rare part of north Brampton! Ground flr den can be
4th bdrm/office. Features upgraded kitchen w/w/o
to large balcony, breakfast area & many more
features. Internal access to dble garage, Functional
layout that doesn't waste space. Simply stunning.

Lovely raised bungalow w/fants. op/conc. layout in
highly sought-after North Hill Bolton comm. Funct.
2 bd w/2 f/bath layout, large & bright principal
rooms, lge winds. thruout. Spac. kitc w/ w/o beaut.
deck o/llooking mat. treed priv, bck/yard. Soaring
hg/ceilings in lwr liv. space, gas f/p, f/bath & bdrm.

You are a perfect home: 3 bdrms on upper level,
large eat-in kitchen w/S/S appls & open concept
liv/din room. Your 3rd level features side entrance,
bdrm & fam rm with sliding doors & private patio.
Bsmt features impressive open concept design with
roughed-in kitchen. You are my perfect gift.
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$499,900
Modern

This is a beautiful home with 3 bedrooms, 2
modern washrooms, LED potlights throughout the
main floor and upper level, open concept, new
kitchen with quartz counters, fenced yard and a
finished basement with an in-law suite.
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Spacious Home

$899,900
5-Level Blacksplit
Impressive home with extended driveway, garage
w/remote and internal access, gourmet kitchen w/
quartz countertop, laundry accessories & private
dining room. The family room features long vaulted
ceilings w/LED lighting and a walk-out balcony.
This home has 4 bedrooms and 3 washrooms.

S
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O
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$899,000

$589,900

It‘s About 1,300 Sq Ft
You will get to see my luxury condo with 2 beds, 2
baths, large open concept living and dining room,
upgraded kitchen, appliances, filled w/natural
light. There’s an open balcony off the master
bedroom. Amenities include indoor/outdoor pool,
sauna, gym, tennis, and more.
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Govt rebate program support for businesses
Mississauga-Malton – The Ontario government has
launched an Ontario Business Costs Rebate Program to support
businesses impacted by the current public health measures.
Eligible businesses will receive rebate payments for a portion
of their property tax and energy costs that they incurred due to
current capacity limits or temporary closures.
The rebate will amount to 50-100 percent of the costs
depending on the degree to which the business is subject to
public health restrictions.
Eligible small businesses include restaurants and bars; personal care services (hair or body); retailers (non-grocery, less
than 50,000 square feet); gyms and other indoor sports and
recreational facilities; and places of worship.
Click here for a complete list of the eligible businesses.
To receive the grant, a small business from the list above must
have been required to close due to public health orders that took
effect on January 5, 2022; must have fewer than 100 employees
as of December 31, 2021; and be an active business as of January
14, 2022.

“Small businesses are the
backbone of our economy and
add tremendous value to our
community in MississaugaMalton,” said MPP Deepak
Anand.
He added, “The rebate program supports businesses most
impacted financially by public
health restrictions as we work
together to reopen the economy while keeping everyone
safe.”
Online applications are
available here. In the appliDeepak Anand
cation, businesses will be
required to submit proof of costs associated with property tax
and energy bills.
Call 905-696-0367 if help is needed with the application.

O’Toole plans more community outreach

By Romeo Kaseram
that 60 percent of Canadian families worry about paying their
Ottawa – Leader of the Conservative Party of Canada, Erin grocery bill this month.”
O’Toole, last week told the ethnocultural media his party plans
Additionally, “The Liberal government [and Prime Minister
to make itself available, and will connect more with ethnic com- Justin Trudeau have] started off the new year by raising taxes
munities in 2022.
on Canadians who are already falling behind, both CPP and EI
He made the statement during a virtual press conference that payroll taxes, as well as accelerating his carbon tax and other
was held on January 24.
measures. These are only going to hurt a country that is already
According to O’Toole, this year his party plans to hold ongo- falling behind with the cost of living crisis.”
ing meetings with the ethnocultural
O’Toole reiterated his call, which
media in a move aimed at widening
was made last month, for a reversal
its reach into ethnic communities.
of the CPP tax increase, saying,
O’Toole said the Conservatives’
“…Canadian families, particularly
plan was to “make ourselves availseniors who live on their own, on
able” and to ensure that “we cona fixed income, need our help, they
nect” with communities via ongoing
need more money in their pockets,
outreach.
not Ottawa taking money from their
He added, “…I want the
pockets.”
Conservative Party of Canada, the
He declared, “We’re going to hold
party that founded Canada, to look
the Liberal government to account
like, and advocate for the Canada
on their high tax, high spend agenof 2022; and that means more outda. Also, the fact that they are leadreach to cultural communities, more
ing to a supply crisis; we’ve all seen
candidates, more organisers, more
shortages, we’ve seen backlogs on
policies reflective of the hopes, fears,
everything from getting your car
aspirations of the people that depend
fixed, to grocery shelves being bare.”
on your news outlets for their news.”
O’Toole said Ottawa, and
He also thanked the ethnocultural
Trudeau, have not managed the supmedia for its work, especially during
ply chain with the US well, noting
the last two, difficult years.
that the trucker crisis has been “get“Throughout the pandemic the
ting worse”.
work cultural media have been
As a consequence, Ottawa’s
doing across the country in multiple
actions were “fuelling higher costs,
Erin O’Toole
languages has been an incredibly
because fewer goods mean prices go
important part of our pandemic response. You’ve been helping up, and wages have been flat,” he said.
families with questions about public health, about vaccines,
Said O’Toole, “Canadians are falling behind year after year
about health measures to keep the kids safe, you’ve been help- under the Trudeau government, and it really alarms me as a
ing small business access some of the support programs. You’re parent of young kids that half of Canadians under 30 are giving
an important part of our communities, and you’re an important up on the idea of home ownership.”
part of democracy,” O’Toole said.
He added, “I think that is a fundamental element that our
He also reiterated his mainstream message, noting that middle class has counted on that your kids would be able to live
Canada was now experiencing a “cost of living crisis”.
in the community they grow up with to be close to their parents
“We have gas up 30 percent; housing, both rents and mort- and grandparents, and as Conservatives we’re going to fight for
gages, [are] up 20-25 percent year over year. We see inflation at that to be maintained, for people to have a little bit more of their
the highest rates in over 30 years, and a [recent] poll has said own money in their pockets at the end of the month.”

DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

For your Health and the Health
of our Community
Get your Vaccine
Sunday, February 13
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Imdadul Islamic Centre
30 Le Page Court - Toronto
Getting a COVID Vaccine for yourself
& your children is a step towards
keeping our community healthy.
First and second doses available
to anyone 5 years & older
Third doses available for eligible groups
Blood pressure & Blood sugar
screening also available.
Got questions about vaccines?
Come by and get your questions answered
For more information
call our COVID Information Line

(647) 883-0316
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NDP to Ford govt:
Mandatory shots
for health care &
education workers

Liberals call for short-term eviction ban

Sudbury – The Ontario NDP has called on
the Progressive Conservatives of Ontario government and its leader Doug Ford to bring in
mandatory vaccines for health care and education workers.
The NDP’s call was made after a RadioCanada investigation found that only one hospital in Ontario opposed the vaccine mandate.
The NDP also noted that Minister of Health
Christine Elliott claimed multiple hospitals in
the province had opposed the mandate.
Earlier this week, NDP health critic France
Gélinas released a statement thanking RadioCanada “for revealing that only one hospital
in the province opposed the vaccine mandate,
despite claims from the Ford government that
many had”.
Gélinas also thanked the hospitals that
“brought in their own vaccine mandate to protect their staff and their patients”.
Additionally, “Doug Ford decided to
embolden anti-vaxxers, instead of listening to

France Gélinas
hospitals and public health officials. Thanks to
Ford, the province requires a vaccine certificate
to eat a hamburger in a diner in Ontario, but
not to work in a pediatric intensive care unit
with unvaccinated and incredibly vulnerable
children. People deserve better protection than
that.”
Gélinas continued that with the province
having confirmed “that nearly every hospital
supports a vaccine mandate”, it was time to “get
that mandate in place right now for all health
care and all education workers — and let’s
make all three doses currently available a part
of that mandate, including booster shots”.

Ajax – In alignment with the provincial
reopening framework, the Town of Ajax
reopened indoor recreation facilities on
January 31.
“As we move forward, the Town is continuing to take every precaution necessary
to ensure the safety and protection of our
community and staff by following all public
health and provincial guidelines, restrictions
and capacity limitations,” a TOA release stated.
Among the facilities now open are indoor

pools at the Ajax and McLean Community
Centres and the Audley Recreation Centre,
which are now available for for public and lane
swims. Also, indoor skating is available at the
Ajax Community Centre for ice user groups
and public skate.
The Fitness and Health Centre at the
McLean Community Centre is open to members. Group fitness is available at Ajax and
McLean Community Centres and the Audley
Recreation Centre.

Town of Ajax recreational facilities now reopened
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Toronto – Ontario Liberals issued a call lies have been left to fend for themselves during
on January 31 for a temporary ban on resi- the latest government pandemic restrictions.
dential evictions to protect renters and their
Del Duca added that since then the situation
families who have lost income
has grown worse due to soaring
during the government’s latest
rental costs.
lockdown.
“Rental costs are skyrocketNoting the last day of January
ing because of Doug Ford’s calmeant rent was due for a lot
lous decision to remove renter
of Ontarians unable to work
protections and laissez faire
due to the government’s lockapproach to housing afforddown, Ontario Liberal leader
ability, while many families
Steven Del Duca declared, “It
have taken huge losses to their
should have never been this
incomes,” he said.
bad, but because Doug Ford’s
Additionally, “If Doug Ford
Conservatives bungled the panrefuses to protect those who
demic response, we now need
have lost their paycheck, and
to protect people’s livelihoods
are struggling with evictions,
Steven Del Duca
and temporarily ban residential
Ontario Liberals will make sure
evictions.”
workers and their families have a real chance
Ontario previously had a ban on evictions to recover when we put an end to his governduring the first and third lockdowns, but fami- ment in June.”

Union proud of record challenging racism
From Page 1
be noted and discussed on construction jobsites across Ontario, the statement revealed.
It also noted that the union was proud of
its track record in challenging racism in all its
forms on jobsites, and in communities.
The union also cited collaboration with the
office of Toronto’s Mayor John Tory, and the
broader construction sectors’ unions, employers, and developers in crafting the “Toronto
Declaration of Inclusive Workplace and
Communities”.
It added, “The union was pleased that its
staff and members joined with community
members in the summer of 2020 to build
awareness of and a challenge to anti-Black racism during a summer of public rallies; in this
we joined with communities on a global level,
and were part of true social change.”
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Looking ahead into 2022, the union also
noted it was looking forward to improving the
language on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
within the Carpenters Provincial Collective
Agreement, which will be re-negotiated this
spring.
The Carpenters District Council of Ontario
is comprised of 16 affiliated Local Unions,
including 3,000 members of HOPE Local 2220
(primarily healthcare) as part of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, an
international union of 500,000 members.
In total across Ontario, it represents 30,000
women and men working in a wide range of
skilled trades, including carpentry, drywall,
resilient flooring, concrete formwork, millwork, underwater construction, scaffolding,
and a long list of other construction related
work.

CANADA

CUPE calls for historic investments
Toronto – It is time for the Progressive enforced real wage cuts, and have steadily
Conservatives of Ontario and its leader Doug shrunk the funding of public services.
Ford to commit to historic investments in
Hahn said with inflation skyrocketing, if all
public services with its last budget before broader public sector workers who fell under
the provincial election, the
the wage cap of Bill 124 were
Canadian Union of Public
subject to it last year, then
Employees Ontario said late
that would amount to wage
last month during consultatheft of nearly $3 billion, with
tions.
the average worker losing
“There is only one way
$2,304 annually.
forward, and that is for
The Ford Conservatives
Ontario to commit to major
have also failed to sufficientand historic investments in
ly spend on public services,
public services of all kinds,
according to CUPE Ontario.
and to life-changing wage
Hahn’s presentation noted
increases for public-sector
that the government’s fiveworkers that will make up
year recovery plan forecasts
for years of income loss and
that average program spendshore up a generation of desing will only grow 1.5 percent
perately needed workers,”
annually, when the Financial
Fred Hahn
said Fred Hahn, President of
Accountability Office of
CUPE Ontario during a January 26 presenta- Ontario says that a three percent increase
tion to the Standing Committee on Finance would be needed to simply match inflation and
and Economic Affairs.
population growth.
He added, “We are asking
That is an annual reducyou to think about what is
tion in spending of $1,281
needed to make sure public
per person across Ontario by
services are not only there
2029.
for us in the future, but are
Said Hahn: “Workers have
thriving, and are the envy
borne the brunt of all these
of the world. This is what
cuts, and of trying heroically
our members demand, and
to deliver vital services in
it is the least that Ontarians
impossible conditions.”
deserve.”
He added, “They are
CUPE Ontario’s budget
exhausted. They are fed up.
submission, as well as Hahn’s
They need a lifeline. They
presentation highlighted that
need to be compensated, and
while the economy and corthey need to know reinforceporate profits have grown,
ments are on the way. This
Doug Ford
with the latter continuing to
is the Ford Conservatives’
skyrocket through this pandemic, successive last chance before our first election since this
Liberal and Conservative governments have unprecedented crisis.”

Tel: 416-234-1446						8 Beamish Drive
Fax: 416-234-0154
Email: dkissoon@bellnet.ca
Toronto, Ontario M9B 3P3

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Cricket diversity

E

nglish cricket is in crisis as it struggles with containment of fallout from the toxicity of systemic,
racist practices of exclusion, privilege, and entitlement that have kept South Asian and Black cricketers
marginalised at the boundary, and historically away from
the pitch at the centre.
It is distressing for our South Asian and Caribbean diaspora in Canada, and everywhere else, to follow the hearings being held in the UK by the government-led Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport select committee.
The DCMS select committee decided last year to look
into how the powers-that-be at the English county level
of the game plan to address the historical problems
around diversity and reach that were identified by former
Yorkshire player, Azeem Rafiq, and many others.
In his appearance before the select committee in
November last year, in a powerful and touching testimony,
Rafiq laid bare the failings at the institutional level of
English cricket and its failure to deal with racism, bullying,
and a toxic dressing room culture at Yorkshire.
He also outlined harrowing racist encounters at
Headingley, and concluded, “I lost my career to racism”;
also, that English cricket was “institutionally racist”.
Since then, there have been significant and premature
departures across Yorkshire’s management hierarchy, all
the way to the top. Now under new management at administrative and ground levels, Yorkshire is desperately seeking
to have income-earning international matches return to
Headingley stadium.
Being banned by the English and Wales Cricket Board
from hosting international games was a significant, punitive financial fallout, along with cancellations by sponsors,
for Yorkshire’s mishandling of the findings into Rafiq’s allegations about racism, bullying, and dressing room toxicity.
It did not have to come to punitive, financial responses
for the powers-that-be at Yorkshire “to open its eyes and
ears”, as we say in the diaspora; meaning the club’s leadership needed to come to its senses, recognise, and address its
practices of exclusion, privilege, and entitlement.
Instead, it took Rafiq’s intervention, his testimony, poignant revelations about racist taunts at Yorkshire, and the
authorities’ unwillingness to challenge the status quo to
effect the sea-change that is now surging against systemic
and debilitating English cricketing practices.
It remains troubling that what continues to emerge out
of the select committee hearings, and the county cricketing
leadership appearing before it, is far from reassuring — for
the diaspora in the UK, and for us elsewhere.
It was distressing when Middlesex’s chairman Mike
O’Farrell made painful remarks at the select committee’s
hearing on January 25. As O’Farrell told the select committee, with noticeable insouciance, that the problem was
Black people do not like cricket; also, South Asians are
interested in schoolwork, and are not committed enough.
In O’Farrell’s own words, “The other thing in the diversity bit is the football and rugby worlds become much more
attractive to the Afro-Caribbean community. In terms of
the south Asian community, we find that they do not want
to commit the time that is necessary to get to the next step.
They prefer to go into educational fields.”
O’Farrell’s words were “just painful”, said Ebony
Rainford-Brent, former cricketer, now a commentator, and
head of the ACE Programme charity that engages youths
with African and Caribbean heritage in the UK.
Said Rainford-Brent: “Honestly these outdated views
in the game are exactly why we are in this position.
Unfortunately the decision makers hold on to these myths...
Seriously, the game deserves better.”
It must be noted that revelations as O’Farrell’s being
made to the select committee are not particular to only the
English landscape. An online search for ‘racism in cricket’
for example, in South Africa or Australia, reveals similar
leadership insensibilities, and the trauma of marginalisation of racialised cricketers at other centres in our world.
Perhaps the tempest in English cricket, and its challenging sea-change now underway, could see a global surge.
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Robots, messaging, & Covid-19

he defining mark of the late 20th and the 21st centuries
is the digital revolution and its influence on inter-personal communications. Robots have displaced humans
in many workplaces and functions, changed the nature and
scope of competencies, in art to the most complex sciences, and
allowed many to create huge businesses, amassing
unimagined fortunes.
It dominates processes even in small family businesses, and rules the World Wide Web
(Internet), which has empowered millions, and
made many extremely rich and powerful: Google,
Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft, Apple, to name a few.
In four decades, it has expanded to awesome proportions,
and can destroy the planet in seconds. It has placed enormous
power in the hands of a few, leaving increasing numbers in the
dark as to where all this dominant and confusing technology
will take them; their question is: will I or won’t I find a job?
Despite its awesome power and reach through facilitation
of information-sharing, digitisation has been problem-ridden,
especially social; perhaps the changes had come too fast, and
neither expert nor novice has had enough time to ensure
friendly operations.
The rush to cash in has ensured technical quality, but userfriendliness. Witness the giants: Microsoft, with its annoying flaws; Google and its intrusions; the anti-social side of
Facebook: every major raider has irritating operational flaws.
The giants acquire good and reliable smaller competitors, especially software, to expand or control markets, and often fail to
maintain their integrity as they merge them with the giants’
platforms. Whatever faults result, the glitches hit the poor user,
often at expense and invariably lost time.
My latest was a struggle to order a book from a multinational
company. The program, which I had used before, stumbled, and
blocked the transaction at the cashier; contact with the company was frustrating and took two days because of the protocol,
the dispersal of company functions, security, and to check my
legitimacy.
Formerly, I would have contacted the Company, tell someone
the problem, and get it solved; I would have a contact name and
phone number. But not now; I cannot call the Company; I have
to jump hurdles, and get them to call me; this takes hours. I get
someone, who speaks challenging English, at light speed, and
is suddenly cut off. Contact is re-established after 30 minutes;
I get a different voice, even more challenging, from a different

continent, or planet! Eventually he decided to let me explain by
email; for this he has to send me his address. He requested a
screenshot of the “blocking” page. I now have to wait a few days
while he tracks this down.
I am pessimistic; the last time something similar happened,
I abandoned the matter, and found an alternative,
this one! These diversified companies have shied
Mohan
away from local trouble-shooting, and most have
Ragbeer centralised services; that would be okay if they got
the internal communications right, but often it
seems that the right hand doesn’t know of the left
hand despite their having to liaise to solve problems. The blame
falls on Covid-19.
The pandemic is now two years old, and gaining strength; it
frustrates our population: egotistic, steeped in digital information, freely shared, and accustomed to indiscipline and free
choice; logic is not their strong suit. Covid-19 rules obstruct
their freedoms.
Thus, the truckers currently protest compulsory vaccination
in Ottawa, yet glory in the protection by vaccines from major
diseases like diphtheria, polio, and so on, that killed or maimed
many Canadian children until fairly recently. But they expect
their politicians to forego sound medical practice in favour of
whimsy. They parrot the disinformation instantaneously spread
through digital media worldwide, uncensored, from one hearsay source to a million others, thus sustaining the forces of hate,
and anarchy.
The Western press is no better. Last fortnight, the New York
Times compared China’s Covid-19 policy to the Holocaust, and
equated Hong Kong public health workers with Nazis. They
ridiculed China’s sound decision to cull 2,000 pet hamsters in a
batch with 11 infected with Covid-19, under its effective zerotolerance policy.
This display of Western hypocrisy ignored the 98,000 hamsters unceremoniously killed by the US last year, the greater
than four million cows exposed to “mad cow” disease killed by
the British years ago, while Danes killed some 17 million minks
exposed to Covid-19.
US media pleaded for the hamsters, while ignoring 2,000
Americans dying daily of Covid-19, and huge numbers of
Afghanis starving due to US freeze on Afghanistan’s bank
deposits. Yet US media publicise anything critical of China,
including the story of an exposed corgi killed by health workers
in an apartment in Jiangxi last year.

Beneficial lessons from early life’s misadventures

M

y first attendance at an international cricket match
as a young boy back home was not preceded by the
heady excitement that accompanied the preparations
that went into later and happier trips to the Oval during my
teenage and adult years.
In fact, that first match attendance was the consequence of
a mix of spontaneity, and nothing less than an
episode of taking an unauthorised break from
Romeo
school. Back then, to skip classes was taken from
Kaseram
a French linguistic legacy particular to localised usage, l’ecole biche, with its more colloquial
rendering converted into English words, and a
remarkably misaligned pronunciation, “lacquer beach”.
Remarkably, I was encouraged to do so, and gave in to the
temptation of missing school to go to a cricket match, by of all
people, one of my younger adult uncles.
“Simple as that,” was what my old man always said during
his summing up after judicial review of an offence, this one
discovered after a teacher made it her business to stop by and
ask my mother why one of her best students had not attended
classes the day before.
“I hope the child not sick,” this evil woman said to my flabbergasted mother after reading the dread in my healthy eyes.
Of course, right away I went with the hangman’s defence
when confronted by old man judge, and mother jury, said strategy translated into the language of today meaning I immediately
threw my absent uncle underneath the bus.
“You break beach from school?! To go to a cricket match
with who?!” my old man spluttered in interrobang, heedless of
grammar, adding with incredulity the mispronounced French as
varnish to top off the gravity of the offence, “Lacquer beach?!”
Like my mother, the old man was similarly, and supportively
aghast that I had not taken the narrow path to the front gates
of the school; instead, I had strayed, and had spent the day gallivanting who knows where with an uncle whose stocks at that
time had fallen quite low in the family circle.
Of course, while there was no verbal response from me, yet
I was speaking volumes, the evasive whites of my eyes meticulously considering details in the stitching on the uppers of my
shoes. Already I was learning important, non-academic lessons
in life, this one being how articulate, and betraying, body language can be when under intense kerosene lamp interrogation.

It was such that the grave and my old man’s judicial gravitas
paired seamlessly together like bara and channa. Put another
way, it was as inseparable as horse and carriage; but with my
livid mother tapping an impatient foot with vexation as a juror
who had already made up her mind even before the start of the
trial, it was tightly wound together like love and marriage.
Looking down at me sternly from the lofty
height of parental justice, the old man’s frown
seemed to flow downwards and merge into his
judicial double chin. The moment came when he
lifted his eyes off my fidgeting form, the stitches
on my shoes still being thoroughly examined, to
look to my mother before passing sentence; as if for inspiration,
but more for approval on whether its severity was to her liking.
It is such that I came to understand after a few more sentencings there was a correlation between the tightness of my
mother’s lips and the severity of the sentences handed down.
Now here was more body language for me to process after
being sentenced to solitary confinement, which could be as
many as two weeks of looking out the bedroom window at peers
chasing after a cricket ball, or engaged in sidewalk hopscotch.
I credit my early aptitude as a quick learner about things
non-academic from these episodes of discipline and punish, and
time spent in the penalty box. But as my grandmother reassured
me, these hard-knocks had to be endured on my forward path.
She also warned me, that while she understood I had to
misbehave since it was what little boys did best, at the same
time I also had to learn to not escalate these misadventures into
becoming hanging offences.
For example, I came to understand that a surreptitious,
discreet visit to the condensed milk was low on the register
despite the incriminating evidence of my tiny fingerprint on the
congealed overflow outside the tin. However, that the needle of
parental tolerance would rocket deep into the red over a capital
offence as a window broken with an errant slingshot.
Now here were early life’s lessons as beneficial fallout from
“breaking beach” to go to a big-game cricket match. Naturally,
my uncle tried another time to entice his partner-in-crime into
going rogue and attending another cricket match.
“The fellars playing Inglann again! You have to come!”
I stayed on the narrow path; it was while on this path that I
came to better understand ‘Inglann’s’ role in our colonial history.
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Yesu’s life a story of Girmitiya progress
Dear Editor,
shot and killed for protesting working conditions. Diamond and
With the discovery of oil off Guyana’s shores, there is much Leonora were owned by the same company.
talk about economic growth and development, and how to
Poverty did force him to leave high school(s) in Georgetown
make it “sustainable”. The passing of business tycoon Yesu in 1945 to work in the kitchen at Atkinson Airfield (now CJIA).
Persaud reminded me of a comment by Robert Lucas, the Nobel This had been built and run by the Americans during the war
Prize winning economist who pioneered “endogenous growth” and exposed him to new possibilities.
theory.
Unfortunately, malaria forced him to quit only to experience
While, like the “exogenous school”, the role of technological class and colour discrimination in Georgetown’s commercial
progress for growth is stressed, internal factors
sector while job hunting. Forced to accept
like “human capital”, as stressed by Lucas, are
menial jobs, he returned to Diamond Estate
critical. Human capital embodies the skills and
in 1947 at age 18. He did a variety of low-level
knowledge in the labour force which can be
jobs in the fields, but being diligent, was proaugmented by further education that leads to
moted to supervise cleaning cane punts.
an increase in their productivity.
On each job he applied the motto of his
So how does Yesu’s life enter the picture?
parents to learn a job and always improve one’s
While his work is quite esoteric, in his 2001
performance. This was Arrow’s “learning by
book Lectures on Economic Growth, Lucas
doing”, which the endogenous growth school
cited: “V.S. Naipaul’s great novel of economic
extolled.
development, A House for Mr. Biswas…(He)
But post-WWII had opened up further
is born in rural Trinidad, a grandson of immivistas – one of them being England, where he
grants who had come from India as indentured
could educate himself formally. Now married,
servants. As a small boy, his ambition is to
he emigrated in 1954 at 27 to study accounYesu Persaud
become a herder of cattle like his older brothtancy and qualified while working in factories
ers.
before landing an accounting job, where he excelled.
“(But) his life is a story of amazing progress. By the end of
He returned to Guyana in 1966 to work in the government’s
Biswas’s life, his oldest son, Anand — Naipaul’s own fictional taxation department. In 1975 he landed a job with Diamond
counterpart — is a scholarship student at Oxford… Through all Estate corporate owner’s Sandbach Parker subsidiary as Chief
his misfortunes and setbacks Mr Biswas is able to maintain the Finance Officer. In 1976, the PNC would nationalise the entire
sense of himself as a man with possibilities, with options, a man sugar industry along with their two distilling operations –
who is in a position to set limits on what he will put up with. Diamond Liquors Ltd and Guyana Distilleries Ltd. Yesu assisted
And equally important, he lives in a society that will let him in nationalisation negotiations, and was made Chairman of the
survive with this attitude.”
merged Guyana Liquor Company in 1983 on his initiative. He
Lucas was stressing the role of education and human agency continued making a series of critical decisions that exemplified
in generating growth at the micro (Naipaul) level, and cumu- the power of human capital and his drive to success.
latively at the macro level. Naipaul had, of course, received his
Not the least was to strategically diversify away from supplyNobel in 2001.
ing bulk rums by creating and marketing the premium bottled
But I believe Yesu’s life epitomises Lucas’s point more aptly 15-year old El Dorado brand as a world class product in 1992.
as a story of Girmitiya progress. Born in a logie at Diamond That he presciently bought out the trademark for a brand with
Estate to which his great grandfather had been “bound” from that name and recently secured Geographical Indications was
Uttar Pradesh in nineteenth century India, Yesu was born in typical for him.
1928. He was one of the first in the estate to actually graduate
Founding Demerara Bank and IPED and pushing for a demfrom Primary School in 1943. This illustrates his parents’ drive ocratic environment further exemplified his developed human
to educate him since so many other children were sent to work capital and Girmitiya, parental-imparted drive for success.
to supplement the family’s income during the Great Depression. Guyana needs more Yesus for economic development.
In 1939, when Yesu was 11, five workers at Leonora were
Ravi Dev, Guyana, via email.

‘Road Revolution’ a path to Guyana’s transformation
Dear Editor,
As the Guyana government prepares to use money from the
NRF fund, we must make sure we engage in a massive infrastructural program. At least, we will have something to show
for our money. This “Road Revolution”, as the government calls
it, will be a “tipping point” for Guyana and is transformational.
When I lived in the Bahamas, there were roads built all over
Grand Bahama although there were no houses in many areas.
When I lived in Dubai/Abu Dhabi, the roads
were well built, wide, smooth, and excellent.
Good roads with lines and markings give
the impression of a decent, orderly country. For
Guyana, where it rains so much, good roads
make for easy movement and quick accessibility.
For over six decades our people have walked
in mud all their lives. This must end now. I have
asked for all the streets and roads in my Whim
village to be paved and drains concreted. The
people of Whim Village are asking Minister Dr
Ashni Singh to remember them in the budget, as
he had visited them on election day.
Ashni
Here are some recent headlines: “President’s
intervention needed to address deteriorating Parika to Hubu
Road” – this road was the first road called an “abortion road.”
Many farming communities, farmers, loggers and sawmills are
in this area. The roads give access to resorts and other riverain areas. Vehicles are badly damaged while navigating huge
potholes. Pedestrians are forced to walk in the mud and huge
potholes to avoid being in the path of the oncoming traffic.
“Herstelling wants deplorable roads repaired” – taxi drivers
are reluctant to drive into the community, and for those who do,
the cost is exorbitant.
“Poor road work at Zeelugt” – new roads crumbling. “Noise
nuisance, bad roads, power woes among issues raised by Belle
West residents during meeting with Indar”. “Residents lament
terrible state of West Ruimveldt roads” – the large potholes and
depressions damage vehicles. Previous repairs were substandard, the roads eroded, and are now in a terrible state. When it
is flooded, the children have to walk through the water to get to
school, and taxis do not want to come into the area.
“Car flips several times after dropping into pothole; driver
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seriously injured” – the front-left car wheel went into a pothole
in Mabaruma; this caused driver to lose control of the car, which
turned turtle several times before coming to a stop. Every village in Guyana has these recurring problems. It’s the same story
everywhere.
Many fear that the recent wave of new roads were hurriedly
built and fast-tracked that foundation work was compromised.
They say these roads will not last 20-25 years, as has been our
perennial national problem. A recent report said
Minister Indar was visiting Enmore to inspect
community roads that were recently built as
complaints have been received that the quality
of roads were not up to standard.
While road building is a good thing, it can
fuel massive corruption if we do not have intense
monitoring and watchdog processes. Create
community groups and pay them stipends to
monitor the road-building process in their communities. The costs for road projects run into
billions and billions, and we must monitor and
ask incessant questions about these projects.
Singh
One very annoying practice I notice is when
they dig the drains, they throw the debris right on the parapet,
instead of hauling it away. This is so backward because that
same mud washes back into the roadside drains, and you have
to spend more and more money to fix those problems. It seems
like a deliberate ploy to make money.
We also need to stop building one-lane roads. That is such
backward thinking. Every road should be at least two lanes, with
white lines in the middle. We must cater for ongoing increases
in the numbers of vehicles traversing the roads now and in the
future.
Additionally, the road builders don’t seem to know how to do
the road edges, so the roads don’t start crumbling at the edges.
The parapets at the sides of the road need to slope down so
water can run off easily. Low maintenance grass or sod must be
planted to prevent erosion and must be mowed regularly.
Please patch all roads when the potholes are starting and
don’t wait until it becomes a billion-dollar project. We look
forward to this “Road Revolution.”
Dr Jerry Jailall, Guyana, via email.

A T&T schoolboy receives his Covid-19 shot

Impose fines on the unvaccinated
Dear Editor,
I write to disagree with a talking point regarding anti-vaxxers
in Trinidad and Tobago, namely, “It’s been over a year now…
and those who don’t want the vaccine are not going to take it –
bottom line! That is their choice, and they have the right to so
choose.”
The government of Trinidad and Tobago, like most others,
has mandated the wearing of seat belts with the penalty of a
fine for occupants of vehicles who do not. So why don’t errant
drivers not tell the police or magistrate that they have the right
to choose?
There is no doubt that seat belts save lives. It is also true that
the seat belt itself can do damage to the wearer, and if the vehicle
ends up in deep water, then it may prevent the wearer from
escaping and the person may drown.
A seat belt is uncomfortable, but most of us wear it because
the advantages exceed the disadvantages. Unfortunately, there
are those who do not see it this way, but still wear it to avoid
being charged and fined.
The case for a vaccine mandate is even more compelling.
There is incontrovertible proof that the vaccines protect not
only the vaccinated (as is the case with the wearer of the seat
belt), but also the unvaccinated. It is not fool proof, but neither
is the seat belt. Therefore, I am convinced that not only should
the vaccine be mandated, but a fine should be imposed on those
who are able to get vaccinated but refuse to do so.
I firmly believe that the government would have mandated the Covid-19 vaccines a long time ago, and Trinidad and
Tobago would have been in a much better place than at present. However, the blowback it is getting from the Opposition,
the unions, and some Evangelical pastors, has tempered its
approach.
I find it particularly disgusting that some vaccinated individuals encourage others not to vaccinate on the spurious argument that it is their “right” to choose. Remember that all our
so-called rights are circumscribed by those of the general public.
I observed that several public servants who were interviewed
after getting their vaccine said they were doing so to keep their
jobs. Perhaps the rest could be convinced if they were fined if
unable to provide proof of vaccination.
Stanley Lee Pow, Trinidad and Tobago, via e-mail.

No plan to let down Covid-19 guard
Dear Editor,
The UK is removing many of its Covid-19 management
policies as it moves to have its population learn to live with the
coronavirus. I interpret this to be the government deciding the
time is right to consider Covid-19 an epidemic in the UK. Also,
it means in the minds of its leaders that the pandemic is over.
I have no problem with this, since I believe Covid-19 is here
to stay, and the world needs to accept this fact. For me the issue
is that acceptance could lead to mental relaxation and carelessness in terms of how we interact with one another, especially
in public.
People no longer talk about malaria or yellow fever as being
things to worry about, since these diseases are endemic in some
countries. But that does not mean these diseases do not claim
hundreds of thousands of lives each year.
My fear is that in our rush to re-classify Covid19 as an
epidemic, and thus no longer worthy of the precautions and
restrictions that have been part of our lives for over two years
now, we will invariably invite the coronavirus to spread and
mutate exponentially to the ultimate detriment of mankind.
Make no mistake, whether it is deemed a pandemic or an
epidemic, Covid-19 is still a major killer. It deserves our fear,
awe, and respect.
Being considered an epidemic does not mean we all drop
our guard, and try to live our lives in the pre-Covid-19 manner.
Covid-19 is here to stay. If we survive and learn to live with it
is ultimately not up to the coronavirus, it is up to us.
I intend to continue wearing my mask in public, avoiding
crowds and washing hands for the foreseeable future. It is better
to be cautious and alive, than careless and in hospital – and then
six feet under.
Stephon Loch, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.
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Guyana’s 2022 budget heavy on higher living standards
Part 1 of 2
Part 1 reviews social measures announced in
Guyana’s 2022 national budget. Part 2 will
review major development initiatives.

S

et against the backdrop of strong economic growth in 2021,
in which real GDP is
estimated to have grown by
19.9 percent – in spite of the
ravages of the Covid-19 pandemic, severe countrywide
flooding, and rising inflation – Guyana’s massive [all
currency in Guyana dollars] $553 billion 2022
budget focuses heavily on social programs
aimed at improving the livelihoods of the
people.
Themed “Steadfast Against All Challenges,
Resolute
in
Building Our
One Guyana”,
the
budget,
which is 44
percent greater
than last year’s,
also proposes
major
infrastructural
development/
improvements
(which will be
addressed in
Part 2).
With the goal
of improving
the livelihood
of the population in the wake
of increasing
prices largely
due to global
supply chain
disruptions, the
budget proposed several measures aimed at
increasing disposable incomes and reducing
costs for individual Guyanese.
The budget announced that the monthly
income tax threshold will be increased from
$65,000 to $75,000 monthly, thereby releasing
a total of $1.3 billion into the hands of current taxpayers, both in the public and private
sectors.
It also proposes to increase the monthly
Public Assistance payment for individuals facing distressed circumstances from $12,000 to
$14,000, benefiting 18,000 persons, and providing an additional $432 million in disposable
income to these individuals.
The Old Age Pension, which benefits the
elderly, will be increased from $25,000 to
$28,000, placing an additional $2.3 billion of
disposable income in the hands of the country’s 65,000 old age pensioners. The Old Age
Pension was increased last year, from $20,500
to $25,000 monthly, providing much needed
relief for the elderly.
Parents with school-aged children will also
benefit from an increase in uniform grants for
their children – from $4,000 to $5,000 per year
for each child. This, according to the budget,
will place $200 million of disposable income in
the homes of 200,150 children attending both
public and private school.
In addition, parents with children attending
school will also benefit from the “Because We
Care Cash Grants.” This grant will be increased
from $15,000 to $25,000 annually per child,
benefitting households with children attending
both public and private schools to the tune of
$2 billion.
In another move to increase the disposable
incomes of individuals in the workforce who
pay life and health insurance premiums, the
budget proposes to allow taxpayers a deduction from their chargeable income for premiums paid for life and medical insurance up
to a maximum of ten percent of their income

or $30,000 monthly, whichever is lower. It is
estimated that this measure will cost approximately $1.1 billion through a reduction in taxes
payable.
Individuals with modest savings are also
set to benefit from a reduction in withholding
taxes charged on interest
income earned on deposits
in the banking system. The
Dwarka
budget proposes to remove
Lakhan
the withholding tax from
individuals whose total
interest income does not
exceed $10,000 per annum.
This measure is expected to cost $30 million.
With the aim of helping individuals in need
who require dialysis, the government proposes
to introduce a Dialysis Support Programme
under which it will finance up to $600,000
per
annum
worth of dialysis treatment for
each and every
dialysis patient
in Guyana. It is
expected that this
programme will
provide assistance to almost
300 persons at a
cost of $180 million.
In an indirect
method to ease
the cost of living
through lower
prices for farm
produce,
the
government proposes to arrange
monthly farmers markets at
various locations
across the country where farmers will be able to sell their produce directly to the public. It is recognised that
prices have partially risen because of a number of factors, including transportation cost
and multiple layers of handling and reselling
from farm to final retail. Therefore, consumers
would pay lower costs by buying directly from
farmers.
To assist low-income individuals to buy/
build homes, the budget has proposed an
increase in the Low-Income Mortgage Loan
Ceiling. This is the third increase in the last
two years through a government supported
program under which low-income individuals
can obtain loans from commercial banks at
lower than market rates. The loan ceiling was
increased from $12 million to $15 million. The
two previous increases were from $8 million
to $10 million and $10 million to $12 million.
In other indirect measures to reduce costs
for consumers, the budget proposes to extend
the application of the freight cost adjustment
on imported goods, which was due to expire
at the end of January 2022. The freight cost
adjustment is a component in the CIF (Cost,
Insurance, and Freight) value used in the calculation of import taxes. It will be rolled back
to pre-pandemic levels.
This will have an effect of reducing the
import duties, excise taxes, and VAT charged
on imported items, and therefore potentially
reduce the cost of imported goods and consequent price increases for consumers. This
measure is expected to cost an estimated $6
billion in 2022.
The government also proposes to lower the
excise tax on fuel, based on its commitment
to lower the tax when the world market prices
for fuel increase. First introduced last year,
when the excise tax on gasoline and diesel was
reduced twice, from 50 percent to 35 percent
and then from 35 percent to 20 percent, the
excise tax will be further reduced from 20 percent to 10 percent.
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The government will also remove the existWith the cost of living in Guyana remaining an ongoing concern with political conse- ing two percent withholding tax on resident
quences, the Minister of Finance Ashni Singh contractors. This tax, according to the budget,
announced that the government will engage affects the liquidity of resident contractors and
communities across the country in an attempt undermined their competitiveness. This measure will cost an estimated $2 billion.
to find solutions to help the most vulnerable.
The
budget
He stated in the
also proposed the
budget, “[Given]
removal of the
the complexity of
14 percent VAT
the factors driving
on cranes, safety
price increases and
equipment, and
the limited policy
oil spill response
instruments availequipment, as part
able to mitigate
of ensuring that as
these increases, we
many Guyanese
intend to engage
businesses as posin further consulsible can equip
tations with the
themselves to parcommunities most
ticipate in available
affected both on
opportunities.
the coast and in
The government
the hinterland on
is evidently seeking
possible intervento quell uncertaintions to help ease Minister within the Office of the President
the impact on the with responsibility for Finance, Ashni Singh ties resulting from
higher prices by
most vulnerable in presenting the 2022 budget
indirectly putting more money in the pockets
our society”.
The budget allocated a sum of $5 billion to of individuals. Whether or not Guyanese will
meet the cost of the interventions to be imple- expect permanent interventions as a result of
higher oil revenues will remain a debateable
mented following the consultations.
With the intent of helping local businesses question for years to come. For now, they
to compete under the new local content frame- should be thankful.
work, the government plans to take steps
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB
wherever practicable to minimise disparities
arising from the tax system that can dis- is a Member of the Canadian Association of
advantage Guyanese businesses against their Journalists, and an accomplished financial writinternational counterparts. This move aims to er. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
help improve the competitiveness of Guyanese Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine
companies, help secure business opportunities Your Practice, is available on Amazon and on
for them, and thereby create jobs for Guyanese winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.
nationals.

#7A-7 SUN PAC BLVD, BRAMPTON
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Reality & logic missing from Guyana govt’s local content policy argument
By Darshanand Khusial
(On behalf of OGGN)
n a January 22 press release the
Guyana government admitted that the
Stabroek Block contract is lopsided. The
Department of Public Information article further states, “…with the passage of the local
content legislation, Vice President Dr. Bharrat
Jagdeo said the law now recoups the benefits
lost from the Exxon deal”.
It is astounding that the government
believes the local content policy can claw-back
anywhere close to the [all currency USD] $91
billion that we are losing on this contract.
The press release further states that in a year
Guyana could supply $400 million to $600 million in goods and services.
The services cited include janitorial and
laundry. The goods cited include food supply. That is an enormous quantity of food the
foreigners will be eating and making a mess in
Guyana for us to recoup on average $500 million a year.
We estimate that Guyana is losing about $91
billion on the current Stabroek Contract. This
figure is based on using the Global Witness
analysis spreadsheet, and adjusting for ten billion barrels of oil at $80/barrel.
The ten billion barrels is conservative
because it doesn’t include the latest discoveries
in the Stabroek Block.
But if we suspend reality, and assume we can
gain $500 million a year from local content,
then we will need 182 years to recoup what we
are currently losing.
Generations yet to be born will be sweeping floors and washing clothes to recoup this
money.
Last year, it was reported that Guyana was
building 20 new hotels with an additional
capacity of 3,450 rooms, thus doubling the
country’s capacity.
If we assume that we will have 3,450 new

I

Liza 1 in the Stabroek Block
foreigners that we didn’t have before, then we oil production data quicker in Texas versus
will be required to wash their clothes and feed Guyana, given our unstable Internet service?
them. Assuming $200/day per room includes Not to mention Zoom meetings have become a
laundry and food services, and 80 percent norm of doing business, removing the need for
capacity, that would mean in a year we would frequent face-to-face interactions.
earn about $200 million, which is about 40
Thus, even the $200 million seems doubtful
percent of the $500 million.
until the Covid-19 virus is contained, and it
But the local content policy seems to ignore appears it will be years before this is the case.
the fact that the world has sped up its adoption
While the government has pinned its hopes
of remote work during these times of Covid-19. on the Local Content Act to recover the lost
And, given Guyana’s lack of adequate medical money, its general record of enforcement of
infrastructure, how many foreigners would risk our laws and contracts leaves little hope that
coming and staying in Guyana for extended Guyanese would recover $500 million per year.
periods of time in a country where the virus
The government has allowed the oil comrages?
panies to flare gas at Liza 1 in violation of the
Why would an oil executive in Texas fly terms of the EPA permit. It has upheld the
down to Guyana when they can see all the Stabroek Contract that compels it to write tax

receipts on behalf of the oil companies that
didn’t pay taxes.
Both of these violations are now being challenged in court by members of civil society, not
the government.
Thus, when in the press release it says, “The
local content law is very strong”, that doesn’t
garner much hope when the government’s
record of enforcement around violations of
existing laws is weak.
Additionally, there is concern about the
government’s willingness to employ Guyanese.
In May 2018, Chris Ram, an accountant, raised
the issue that Stabroek Block’s pre-contract
costs were overstated by $92 million.
The government eventually employed a UK
firm, IHS Markit, to audit the pre-contract
costs. There was no mention of whether Ram’s
firm, or any other Guyanese firm, was engaged
at all to help with the audit. That would have
helped to build local capacity by learning from
IHS Markit.
Two of our brightest minds in the Oil & Gas
field, Dr Vincent Adams and Dr Jan Mangal,
are not employed in helping Guyana in any
capacity.
Given the Liza 1 capital cost initially stood
at $4.4 billion, and eventually was reduced by
$900 million to $3.5 billion, the government
could probably recover more than $500 million in a year by verifying and auditing the
capital costs of Liza 2, $6 billion, and Payara,
$9 billion.
Liza 2 and Payara are probably overstated by
$3.75 billion if we use the computation from
the article here.
Arguing the Local Content Policy will
recoup what we are losing from the Stabroek
Block Contract is not grounded in reality and
logic.
The government should use Yellowtail as
leverage to renegotiate the Stabroek Contract
to recoup the $91 billion we are losing.
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DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

GUYANA FORUM

Balram Singh Rai: Indian Rajput & political maverick
By Baytoram Ramharack
t is safe to assume that Guyana will probably never again be
graced by charismatically iconic figures like Balram Singh
Rai, Cheddi Jagan, or Walter Rodney. Much is known about
Cheddi and Walter, less is known of Rai by a younger generation
of Guyanese. This is partly due to the fact that Rai lived in selfimposed exile in London since 1970.
I “discovered” Rai while reading Cheddi’s political biography,
The West on Trial. Jagan had written favourably about him, but
not nearly enough. Like Jagan, Rai’s name was still frequently
being talked about among my elders. From the little I knew
then, I felt that the memory of Rai, like so many other Guyanese,
deserved a seat at the table of history. Rampersaud Tiwari,
a Buxtonian and Cabinet Secretary in Jagan’s government,
arranged a meeting between Rai and myself.
Rai had previously ignored similar requests – I surmised that
he was probably deeply, and psychologically bruised from the
bitter political experience he left behind.
While I found him to be charming and humble, I was struck
by the high level of formality he displayed. Rai introduced me
to his wife, “Auntie Shanie” (Shankalli), the daughter of Johny
and Siragia Hanoman from New Amsterdam, to whom he was
wedded in June 1949. He referred to her as “my equal partner”
who stood by his side in their life’s journey.
He insisted there was no need for a biography of any sort
– his political history was a matter of public record. I learned
a lot about the legacy he left behind during the few days I
“grounded” with him in his semi-detached home in Ealing,
London, England.
Rai was born in Beterverwagting Village, a farming community established by Africans in 1838, the same year Indian
girmitiyas (Indentured Indians) first arrived in British Guiana.
Both of his parents were indentured to Plantation Lusignan.
Radha, his mother, originally from Thana Bauthara, Lucknow
district (Uttar Pradesh), arrived in BG in 1893 on the SS Elbe.
Ramlachan, his father, who came to BG on the SS Forth, was
recruited at the age of 20, on June 18, 1901, from the village of
Majholia, Thana Chapra (Bihar).
Rai’s father, instrumental in establishing the initial foundations of the Arya Samaj movement in BG, was the local village
councilor and a part-time Hindi teacher.
Having been educated in a Hindu household, it was not
surprising that religion played a pivotal role in Rai’s outlook in
life. As a youngster, he emerged as President of the Triumph
Arya Samaj.
Much public hubbub was made, by some, of his deference to
being a Hindu Rajput, as if it was a point of derision. Truth be
told, the Emigration Pass of Rai’s father (#No 296/1053), issued
by the BG Government Emigration Agency, listed his “caste” as
a “Rajput”.
Pandit Ramlall, another Arya Samajist and People’s
Progressive Party loyalist from Corriverton, and who figured
prominently in disrupting [Rai’s] Justice Party political meetings, explained that “Rai’s reference to being a Rajput …was an
attempt to portray himself as a fighter, a warrior …he did not
believe in caste distinctions”.
Paul O’Hara, a journalist, recalled that “Rai may have had a
touch of arrogance because of his [‘kshatri’] background.”
As an Arya Samajist, Rai drew inspiration from the reformist teachings of Swami Dayananda Saraswati. In one of his
Deepavali messages, citing the activities of Dayananda, he
confessed “it is my firm conviction that there can be no good
government until statesmen and kings are imbued with religion
and philosophy”.
These words were a reflection of the enduring, and undeniable cultural influences upon his political inclinations. His longtime friend, Rampersaud Tiwari, remembered distinctly that
Rai had delivered illuminating discourses on the teachings of
the Vedas, Ramayana, and Bhagavad Gita at community yagnas,
hawans, and pujas.
As a Minister, he gave several addresses on the life of
Rabindranath Tagore, Swami Dayanand, and Mahatma Gandhi.
A question has been raised as to why Rai did not remain in
Guyana and “bared the chafe”, opting, instead, to migrate to
England with his wife and twin sons. The simple explanation
was that he would have had to contend with the wrath of Forbes
Burnham.
In 1962, following Rai’s expulsion from the PPP, Burnham
shared his opinion: “[The] minister’s [Rai] dismissal meant that
the last vestige of intelligence was removed from the PPP”. It
was an opportunity to recruit Rai with the hope of bolstering
his [Burnham’s] Indian support in a desperate move to convince
his American handlers that the PNC could garner multi-ethnic
support in the crucial 1968 elections.
In a letter to Bhaskar Sharma on May 14, 1996, Rai revealed
that Burnham enticed him with several lucrative appointments:
Queen’s Counsel, first Speaker of the Legislative Assembly,
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Ambassador/High Commissioner to any country of his choice,
and Appeals Court Judge. Not wanting to be seen as a collaborator, he rejected them all.
The other explanation has to do with the fact that Rai felt
that Indians had rejected his leadership outrightly. The inability
to capture enough votes (his party secured 1,334 votes, less than
one percent) in order to create an impact on the political landscape was a reflection of the failure of the JP, as much as it was
equally a failure of Indians to heed his dire warnings.
The 1964 electoral campaign
demonstrated that Jagan’s charismatic appeal was paramount, and
compared to a nascent Indian-led
party like the JP, the PPP was an
impregnable force.
The PPP argued that Rai was
an “opportunist” and “Indian racist”, claiming that Bookers and the
US had poured millions of dollars
into his campaign and provided
his party with electoral equipment.
Rai, according to the PPP, was
encouraged by Burnham to run for
election so that he could “split the
Indian vote”.
During the campaign, Rai
warned Jagan’s supporters that
Jagan would be denied political
power because of his carte blanche
support for Colonial Secretary
Duncan Sandy’s imposition of a
new Israeli-type list system of election based on proportional representation.
Rai argued instead that in the
interest of political harmony and
social justice there should be a referendum to decide on the electoral system, and fresh elections
should be held, followed by Independence.
The new PR electoral system meant that the PPP would not
be guaranteed 51 percent of the votes it needed to be part of the
government because Indians were outnumbered by the rest of
the population “by about 23,000 – 25,000”, enough to give the
combined opposition a majority over the PPP.
Rai’s argument was simple, and seemed logical. Given the
racial configurations, Jagan’s Pro-Moscow Marxist ideology and
external manipulations, Jagan and his supporters would be left
out in the cold, EVEN IF ALL INDIANS voted for the PPP.
Since the new coalition government would be formed by
Burnham and Peter D’Aguiar, and in an already ethnically
divided society, Indians would have no meaningful representation in government.
Rai identified two positions the JP would bargain for, both
central to the welfare and security of Indians, should the JP
secure substantial support from the Indian electorate: Home
Affairs (with which he was already familiar), and Ministry of
Agriculture (most Indians were rural/agricultural based).
Rai, as well as Jainarine Singh, defended this position on the
campaign trail, as well as in the party’s manifesto.
Rai’s argument, based upon the declining percentage of
Indian votes, as well as the results of the 1964 elections was
borne out by the evidence demonstrated below, which showed
that Indian votes had declined from 51 percent to 42 percent
between the elections of 1953 and 1961:
Comparison of Electoral votes and seats
Year		Political Party
Votes % Seats %
1953		
PPP			51.00
75.00
1957		PPP (Jaganite)
47.50
64.28
		PNC (Burnhamite) 25.48
21.43
1961		
PPP			42.63
57.04
		
PNC		40.99
32.43.
The 1964 Elections
Party				Electoral Votes
Guyana United Muslim Party 1,119
Justice Party			1,334
National Labour Front		
177
Peace and Equality Party
224
People’s National Congress
96,651 (22 seats)
People’s Progressive Party
190,332 (24 seats)
United Force			
29,612 (7 seats)
There is no denying that Rai was considered by the
Kennedy/Johnson administration as an alternative to Jagan.
The Americans were searching for a political solution during
the Cold War to prevent the Pro-Soviet PPP from taking British

Guiana to Independence.
Rai was critical of “the external alignments Jagan [was] forging”, and the policies he threatened “to pursue under the guise of
communism”. He argued that “Dr Jagan and the PPP have alienated Western sentiment in favour of the Guianese people, all of
whom, but particularly the Indian section of the community
stand suspect of conspiring with International Communism,
thereby posing as a security threat to the Western Hemisphere”.
Given the vitriol and violence directed against Rai and the
JP during the 1964 electoral campaign, the PPP successfully made a
singular fact abundantly clear – to
be Indian was to be PPP.
The conflict between Rai and
Jagan harks back to 1959 when
Janet threatened to expel several top PPP members who supported Rai for Party Chairman.
The events of the April 1962 elections for Party Chairman, which
the Jagans were accused of rigging in favour of Brindley Benn,
precluded any future possibility
of reconciliation between the two
most popular Indian leaders in the
Colony.
Rai’s expulsion from the PPP,
and subsequent revocation of his
appointment as Minister of Home
Affairs on June 15, 1962, triggered
a series of rebellions throughout
the PPP base in the form of resolutions from support groups urging Jagan to retain Rai as Home
Affairs Minister.
As a footnote, Brindley Benn,
Jagan’s choice for Party Chairman,
would eventually leave the PPP in 1968 when the party was
in Opposition, formed the Maoist Working Peoples Vanguard
Party, was very critical of Jagan and the PPP, and his WPVP
flirted with the WPA.
Jagan extended an olive branch to Benn, recruited him as a
member of the “Civic”, gave him a seat in Parliament, and later
appointed him as High Commissioner to Canada. For Cheddi,
communist loyalty goes a long way, even for comrades who
defected from the party.
When the results of the elections were declared, Rai expressed
confidence that the JP had exposed the Pro-Soviet/Marxist policies of the PPP. He regretted the fact that the JP did not win any
seats “especially for the future security and stability of the country, but more especially for the Indians in the country”.
He warned that “history will judge that the stand I took and
the course I adopted were courageous and public-spirited”,
particularly in the attempt to “secure genuine representation for
the Indian community whom Jagan was misrepresenting and
misleading” (Chronicle, December 16, 1964).
Given historical hindsight, Rai was ahead of his time. He had
foreseen the fact that Jagan would be excluded from power, and
his largely Indian followers would feel the brunt of the Burnham
dictatorship.
The fact that the PPP is now fully in bed with the perfidious
American imperialists, after 28 years of exile, is further indication that Jagan’s recklessness and Pro-Soviet Marxist ideology
situated him on the wrong side of history.
There is a spirit of callousness embedded in the assumption
that a person who migrates to a foreign country does not face
new life challenges. It is a greater egregious impingement on
social justice when pension is spitefully denied to someone who
served his country honourably for seven years.
Between 2001-2006, ROAR Member of Parliament Ravi Dev
attempted to have the PPP make a necessary legislative adjustment to allow Rai to collect his Parliamentary Pension. He was
peremptorily rebuffed.
Attorney General Anil Nandlall must be credited for working with Patricia Rodney to bring closure to the Walter Rodney
affair. One can only hope that Nandlall, a “kshatri” who recently
paid tribute to Rai, will be guided by the same benevolence to
correct a grave historical injustice perpetrated against a former
member of his own political party.
Dr Baytoram Ramharack teaches politics and history at Nassau
Community College, New York. He is the author of Against the
Grain: Balram Singh Rai and the Politics of Guyana (2005),
and, Centenary Celebration of the Arrival of Indians to British
Guiana (1838-1938) (ed), (2001). He is currently working on a
forthcoming publication on Alice Bhagwandai Singh, a Guyanese
cultural activist.
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Black History Month
The Carpenters’ Union Local 27 stands tall with all of our
brothers and sisters to fight for equality, justice and opportunity.
Together we can build a better future for everyone!

222 Rowntree Dairy Road | Woodbridge, ON L4L 9T2 | T: 905-652-4140

Visit our website at: www.ubc27.ca
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REGIONAL: COVID-19 RECOVERY

Wealth Through Real Estate Investing: A Concise Guide
Jay Brijpaul

Tourist arrivals to Barbados are up but officials are urging caution

Caution advised on Barbados tourism rebound
Bridgetown – The road to full tourism
recovery in Barbados “may still be two or three
years away” despite current indications that the
industry is “on the rebound”, Chief Executive
Officer of the Barbados Hotel and Tourism
Association Rudy Grant has warned.
Grant’s comments were reported earlier this
week by Nation News.
His observation was made following the
increased occupancy rate report that was
released last week by the BHTA’s hotel membership. Visitor numbers to Barbados were
boosted last month by British arrivals for the
T20 International cricket series between West
Indies and England.
In a news release, Grant said the BHTA’s
research and member feedback indicated that
the 2021-2022 winter season was “promising”,
and consequently, there was cautious optimism
in the industry.

However, he noted the Covid-19 environment continued to be “fluid”, which meant that
the tourism landscape could be “negatively
impacted with little warning”.
Said Grant: “In December 2021, occupancy
was estimated at 65.8 percent in comparison
to 45.1 percent in 2020, and 75.7 percent in
2019. This highlights that while occupancy is
improving, it is not back to the 2019 levels.”
He added, “The projection is for a reasonably well-performing winter with occupancies
for the months of January, February, March
and April 2022 projected at 66 percent, 62 percent, 65 percent, and 45 percent, respectively.”
However, he advised that in any assessment
of tourism performance, it was important to
highlight that although business was returning,
the total hotel revenues received in 2021 were
only “approximately 43 percent of the 2019
revenues”.

DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

Author Jay Brijpaul taps his vast experience & expertise in the industry to
provide comprehensive coverage of

What, How, When, Where & Why

to invest in Real Estate. This book will appeal to anyone interested in Real
Estate Investing. Topics covered include:
• Why Real Estate • How To Create Wealth
• Managing Your Portfolio • Transitioning Your Portfolio
• Common Sense Approaches

“Real Estate investing – we have all contemplated it but have been
disuaded by lack of knowledge. Finally, here is a book that sets out
comprehensively and practically – based on the author’s extensive
personal experience – the benefits and pitfalls of investing in Real
Estate.” — David Jebb, LLB, BSc. — Real Estate Lawyer
“The Brij Team has become one of the top performing teams in North
America, achieving The Elite Circle of Legends Hall of Fame and the
Luminary of Distinction awards — the highest awards a Realtor can receive
with the RE/MAX organization. Jay is one of the most prolific performers
in its 40-year history. Wealth Through Real Estate Investing is easy to read,
understand and implement. I really like the way Jay puts theory into
practice.” — Frank Colatosti, CEO, RE/MAX West Realty Inc.
“Jay is one of the top professionals in the Real Estate realm. With over
30 years experience, he’s navigated through every economic high and
low, coming out winning every time. Jay’s accumulated wisdom will give
you the knowledge you need to achieve success.” —Grant Browning,
President/CEO, Toronto Caribbean News Inc.
Inc.
“Jay Brijpaul has tapped his vast experience and expertise in the Real
Estate industry and written Wealth Through Real Estate Investing.”
Investing.” —Ken
Puddicombe, CPA (retired Controller, Finance), author of Racing With The
Rain, Junta,
Junta, and Down Independence Boulevard and Other Stories.
Stories.
“Real estate investment can seem complex for many individuals, but
this book provides a simple step by step approach on what’s needed to
understand and navigate its constant changing world.” — G. Chatwal,
CPA, CA.

• Custom Homes
• Home Remodeling
• OBC Building Permits

Click on Ad To Go To Amazon
All Proceeds Go To Charity

LAW OFFICE

BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS – FAST AND AFFORDABLE

www.wall-sections.com

Fully Licensed & Insured Designers
In The Province Of Ontario

Give us a call today!
Tel: 647.818.4028
Email: allan@wall-sections.com
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Chet Sharma

Immigration Law
B.A., B.S.W. (Hons), LL.B
Barrister, Solicitor & Notary Public
Criminal Law
Divorce & Family Law
Notarisations, Affidavits
Power of Attorney, Wills
OFFICE

416-285-1550

Emergency:

416-284-9191

By Appointment Only

150 Lawson Road, Toronto, ON M1C 2J4
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Better savings start here

RESHMA AUDHO

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Tel: 647-237-9816

email: rdaudho@hotmail.com
www.tintaleephotography.com
INST

@tintaleephotography

1201717CN.1

/tintaleephotography

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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West Indies legends find the centre: Cricket the Caribbean’s glue
By Dhanpaul Narine
he captain of the West Indies Test team is more
powerful that many Presidents and Prime Ministers.
The West Indies is the only place on the planet where
eleven players are chosen from different countries to represent
a nation. This creates its own problems and also has its
advantages. The nations became the nursery for future talents.
In the old days, insularity and individualism were common
themes in West Indies cricket. But a smart captain was able
to bring out the best in the players and to instill in them the
importance of playing for country.
Frank Worrell articulated this vision. The Caribbean was
more than a geographical expression, a collection of territories
separated by the Caribbean Sea and trapped by the tides of
insularity.
Eric Williams argued that the destiny of the far-flung
territories lay in its ability to speak with a common voice.
Cricket became that voice.
Worrell saw the potential and power of unity in cricket. It
was under his leadership that West Indies thrived and became
unofficial world champions. When his team left Australia
in 1961 there was a parade of thousands to bid the players
farewell. No other team had since received such an accolade.
Worrell ‘the jolly good fellow’ had rescued cricket from the
doldrums. He had brought the Caribbean closer.
The plantations in the Caribbean became the treasure
trove of many famous names. There were Learie Constantine,
George Headley, Garfield Sobers, the three W’s, Rohan Kanhai,
Collie Smith, and others,
that put their stamp on the
game. By the time West
Indies toured England
in 1963, many knew that
West Indies was a cricket
nation. It may have its
own forms of government
but the people of the West
Indies looked to the team
to bring glory.
As Clive Lloyd aptly
puts it, when the West
Indies cricket team does
well there is a spring in
the step of the Caribbean.
There is nothing like
victory to reinforce
Clive Lloyd
bragging rights and open
a floodgate of goodwill. The Caribbean is more at ease talking
about the performance of the West Indies team rather than
discussing the latest GNP per capita or immigration in the
region.
Cricket then is the glue that binds the West Indies. There is
no doubt that social media have brought cricket closer to the
fans. Gone are the days of a scratchy transistor pasted to the
ear to listen to the commentaries. If only John Arlott could
have teamed up with Tony Cozier and Alan McGilvray in the
same box with Wi-Fi and Skype!
Cricket fans in New York were treated to a rare event when
some of the West Indies legends teamed up to play in two

T

T20 games. It was the brainchild of Trinidad and Tobago, and
According to Sir Garfield, “Worrell had a great all-round
Florida businessman Pooran Ramnanan to invite the legends
team. The Lloyd team had the greatest fast bowlers in any
in New York, to meet and greet, and to show glimpses of the
era in one team. They could be called ‘express’ bowlers. They
skills that once mesmerised the cricketing world.
caused many problems for the opposition. But when it comes
Pooran promised, he
to leadership, I would say
delivered, and the fans are
that Frank Worrell, in my
grateful. There was Sew
estimation, was the better
Shivnarine sitting next to
leader. He had a team that he
Gordon Greenidge and Joe
had to nurture and he did it
Solomon, while Shivnarine
well.”
Chanderpaul swapped stories
Alvin Kallicharran played
with Alvin Kallicharran,
many great innings in his
Ramnaresh Sarwan, Clayton
distinguished career. Which
Lambert, Pedro Collins, and
was his greatest? Surely,
Mahendra Nagamootoo.
the innings in which he
At another table Merv
demolished Dennis Lillee in
Dillon, Gus Logie, and Larry
the 1975 World Cup must be
Gomes talked about old times,
high on the list.
while Faoud Bacchus was
But Kalli had a totally
gracious to a young cricket fan
different answer. He went
A display of Caribbean unity – Sir Garfield Sobers
Rusat who sought autographs.
down the philosophical path.
& Alvin Kallicharran embrace and relive old times
But all eyes were on the
Cricket for him was not about
gentleman in the far corner. He had come straight from JFK
records. It was about life and offering respect to those that set
Airport to the banquet, and was prepared to play a long
him on the path.
innings! He was Sir Garfield Sobers, simply the greatest
Kalli said, “I don’t think about my best or greatest innings.
cricketer ever.
I think about the people that have created my destiny. You
Donna Hunte-Cox, the Consul General of Barbados to New can make records and big hundreds. But records are only
York, and a relative of the great Sir Conrad Hunte, greeted the
temporary. In my career I looked up to the people that have
guests. She reinforced the
helped me and motivated me. My role models are Sir Garfield
importance of cricket as a
Sobers, Wes Hall, and Rohan Kanhai. There is also Lance
unifier in the Caribbean.
Gibbs. He was my first captain when I was 16 and played for
Sir Garfield spoke in
Guyana. When I made my debut, I was sitting in the same
the same vein. He said,
dressing room with these great men. No innings can beat
“For me it was not about
that!”
individual scores. Every
Shivnarine Chanderpaul has served West Indies cricket
run I scored, every wicket
for over 20 years and he has played with some of the greatest
I took, was done for the
names in the game. His exclusion from the 2015 West Indies
West Indies. It was never
team that faced Australia started a controversy. Public opinion
about me. It was always
seemed to suggest that his exclusion was premature, and some,
about the team. In my
including Joe Solomon, questioned whether Chanderpaul was
cricket career, I have
axed for racist reasons. He was not given the send-off that
never ever made a run for
WICB President David Cameron had promised for cricket
me. It was for my team,
heroes.
and I believe that is the
Chanderpaul was reluctant to comment on these matters.
way the game should be
Is he writing a book that will include everything about the
played. Records I have
controversy? What was the special relationship between
Shivnarine Chanderpaul
broken, some I have set,
Chanderpaul and Brian Lara at the wicket?
but the game is far bigger than the individual. I believe that we
According to Chanderpaul, “It was a pleasure to bat with
should always play as a team, and we should never be selfish
Lara, and to be at the other end watching him. I have never
in whatever we do. The game is bigger than all of us. When we
seen any player with the skills of Lara. He would sometimes hit
understand what the game is all about West Indies cricket will
a ball to the boundary that I would choose to leave alone. He
blossom again.”
was that good. It was unbelievable the power he would get in
Sir Garfield also addressed the importance of the team,
his strokes. Brian is the best batsman I have seen.”
saying “Whatever I have achieved, it was done through
Chanderpaul has a lot to offer and a Test-playing country
teamwork.”
will do well to have him as its batting coach.
Was Worrell’s team greater than Lloyd’s? Sir Garfield said
The legends brought glory to the West Indies. Their
that the yardstick for judging greatness in a team must not
performances made us realise that astute leadership is essential
be based on how many matches were played by them, or how
for regional cooperation, and that cricket and politics is a mix
many victories they won.
that extends well beyond the pavilion.

Jailall mixes poetry, storytelling to invoke power of written, spoken word

By Dhanpaul Narine
The young Peter was raised at Dochfour, near Clonbrook.
ife is a story. If the mother of all literature is poetry, then He is the eldest of nine children.
storytelling cannot be far behind. In fact, some of the
Dochfour was agricultural and Peter grew up close to the
most loved poems are in the form
rice fields. He proudly describes himself
of stories. They can lift the spirit it soars to
as the son of a farmer, but the family also
planets unknown, and take one to the deep
placed emphasis on education.
inner self.
Peter attended Ann’s Grove RC School,
Consider Rumi, “You are not a drop in
and then the Hindu College at Cove and
the ocean. You are the entire ocean in a
John in 1957, and came under the influence
drop.” The classrooms have seen effective
of Swami Purnanandaji. The mission of
teachers use both poetry and storytelling as
Swami Purnanandaji was to bring education
tools to explain the intricacies of language,
to the masses, and at the same time to allow
to hold the attention of students, and also to
people to stay close to traditional values.
show how the moral of the story is relevant
After Cove and John, Peter attended the
in a present-day context.
Guyana Oriental College, where he did his
Peter Jailall has used poems and stories
O’Levels. This experience instilled discipline
in these settings with much success. He has
in him, and upon passing his exams he
combined poetry and storytelling in his
articulated to the Government Training
native Guyana, Canada, and the US to bring
College in Kingston, Georgetown. The year
to his audience the power of the written and
was in 1963 and it prepared him to teach.
Peter Jailall
spoken word.
Peter recalls that Joyce Trotman, the
How did it all begin?
literature teacher, was exceptionally good.
Peter was born at La Jalousie on the West Coast of
After graduation from Training College, Peter taught Forms
Demerara in Guyana. His dad was Moses Mahilal, and his
Three and Four at Enmore Government School. This was an
mom was Parbati. Mahilal grew up in Clonbrook, while
enjoyable time in his life, he said.
Parbati was from La Jalousie.
“I was making a contribution to the community, and it gave
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me the chance to learn about the culture as well,” he said.
He organised cricket games and track and field meetings
for the school. He was also a member of the Guyana Teacher’s
Union.
When did he know that he wanted to write? According to
Peter, “When I was in elementary school I used to write essays.
I grew up with it.”
In 1970 Peter’s life was to change dramatically. There was a
recruitment drive by the Canadian government for teachers,
and Peter was selected to teach in Canada.
By then he was married to the beautiful Minouti, and
together they traveled to Canada. Peter and Minouti are
parents to two sons, Davindra and Narendra. Davindra is a
doctor while Narendra is a teacher in Canada.
Peter describes his wife Minouti as loving and supportive.
They met while they were teachers at Enmore Government
School.
Peter recalls leaving Guyana on a BOAC aircraft. He found
Canada cold in March. He lived in basement apartments, and
began to teach as a sub in different schools.
He learned that the culture in Canada was quite different to
that of Guyana. Peter faced a number of challenges, including
racism, and having to work doubly hard to compete in the
system.
He decided to go to University to improve his qualifications.
See page 15: Poet, teacher
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Black History Month start to a rich, complex exploration
By Dhanpaul Narine
ebruary means
Black History
Month. It is the time
when teachers dust those
books from the previous
year and brush up on
their knowledge of Black
personalities and events.
Do we need Black History?
Should we set aside a
month for the study of
Black History? Do Blacks
have a history anyway?
In order to answer such
questions, the life and
times of Amos Beman
is pertinent. The young
Beman had his heart set on
attending Wesleyan, but in
Crispus Attucks
Morgan
1832 the college was not
admitting Blacks. The Board
they were given the right to vote in America.
of Trustees passed a resolution on October
Public education with an integrated school
10, 1832 saying that, “none but white male
system came only in 1954 with Brown v Board
persons shall be admitted as students of this
of Education.
institution”.
Colonialism left its mark on the black
Beman was tutored three times a week in
psyche by white-washing history and
the living room of abolitionist Samuel P. Dole, depicting black civilisation as one that was
as private tutoring was quite common at the
confined to the jungle.
time.
But this is not true. Africa had a complex
Beman grew up and became an influential
and rich civilisation long before its contact
pastor.
with Europe.
In 1843, Noah Webster, who is famous for
According to one view, “the miseducation
his thesaurus, asked Beman for his views on
upon the Black psyche is designed to corrupt
Black History. After a discussion, Webster
African-Americans’ sense of racial unity and
concluded that Blacks do not have a history
cohesion, mold the character of self-hatred,
and worse yet, “there can be none”.
and engender self-doubt and distrust among
The view that Blacks were outside the
their groups”.
mainstream of history and confined to
The violence of the colonial encounter
barbarism took root among many intellectuals and psychological damage is described well
and policymakers. History has shown that
by Franz Fanon, Steve Biko, Walter Rodney,
Blacks had to overcome many obstacles before Homi Bhabba, and others. They discussed
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have made can be seen
all around us, and they
need to be taught and
highlighted. The archive at
Timbuktu reveals scholarly
work in a multitude of
disciplines.
School districts will do
well to include in their
curriculum stories from
history to remind students
that, “Every day, is Black
History day”.
The Internet and social
media make it possible
for us to learn about
different cultures and their
contributions to the grand
mosaic.
Black history needs to
Carter G. Woodson
Freeman
be taught on a daily basis
in schools because many children are unaware
how those that have suffered from the
of their history and heritage. They can reel off
sentence of history have given us the most
from memory the latest songs, movies, and
enduring lessons for living and thinking. This
brand of sneakers, but cannot say who Crispus
‘sentence’ has included subjugation, a feeling
Attucks was, or who started Black History
of embarrassment, erosion of self-worth, and
Month.
displacement of the diaspora, among others.
Crispus Attucks was one of the most
In 2010, French President Nicolas Sarkozy
important persons in American history.
(2007-2021) visited Haiti for five hours and
He was the first to die in the American
said that colonisation had created many
Revolution when he defended Americans
‘wounds’, but he did not offer reparations, as
against the British. His name is emblazoned as
was expected.
a hero in the Boston Massacre.
Haitians thought that President Francois
The person that started Black History
Hollande (2012-2017), would make redress
Month is Carter G. Woodson. He was the
during his visit in 2015, but he also failed to
second Black American to earn a doctorate in
offer reparations. He declared a memorial
history from Harvard, after W.E.B. Dubois.
open, and said that “the fight for human
Woodson wanted people to learn about the
dignity is not over”.
greatness of Black culture, and he launched
Hollande told Haitians that he was only
in 1926 what was then Negro History Week.
in their country to repay a ‘moral debt”. The
This grew into Black History Month, and it
Haiti example alone is worthy of a study
was officially recognised as such by President
of Black history, and how the forces of
Gerald Ford in 1976.
colonisation operated to deprive people of
Do we need a month to celebrate Black
their self-worth and esteem.
History? There is a growing feeling that
Sarkozy’s earlier visit was to Senegal in
relegating it to a month is an insult to Blacks.
2007. He wanted to outline a blueprint for
I promote work in my community. I work
The actor, Morgan Freeman, has argued that
African development. His speech in Senegal
to promote literacy and understanding,” he
there is no need for a month to celebrate Black
has continued to anger many people.
declares.
History.
Sarkozy said that Africa had turned its back
He has done voluntary work in several
Freeman says, “It’s ridiculous. Are you
on progress.
areas in Guyana, including Enmore,
going to relegate my history to a month?
According to him, “The tragedy of Africa
Georgetown, the Rupununi, the Pakaraima
Which month is white history month? Which
is that the African has never really entered
Mountains, Kato, Mabaruma, Crabwood
month is Jewish history month? I don’t
into history. They have never really launched
Creek, Skeldon and other places.
want a Black history month. Black history
themselves into the future. The African
Peter says literacy should be given greater
is American history. How do we get rid of
peasant, who for thousands of years lived
prominence in Guyana since it is the basis of
racism? We have to stop talking about it.”
according to the seasons, whose ideal life
learning. Politicians talk a lot without doing
Freeman’s views found favour with Shukree
much, so it is left to those with learning to roll was to be in harmony with nature, only knew
Tilghman, who wanted to find out whether a
the eternal renewal of time, marked by the
up their sleeves and put their shoulders to the
month was indeed necessary to study Black
endless repetition of the same gestures and
wheel.
History.
the same words. In this imaginary world,
Peter likes to travel, and some of the
In his documentary , More than a Month,
where everything starts over and over again,
most exciting places he has visited are
Tilghman suggested that a petition should
there is room neither for human endeavor,
British Columbia, Vancouver, the Pakaraima
be signed to end Black History Month. This
nor for the idea of progress. The traditional
Mountains, and Shell Beach in Guyana.
attracted mixed responses; some persons felt
He describes himself as a peace warrior. He African never launched himself into the
that there was not enough of it, while others
has many heroes whose works he has admired. future.”
saw Black History as part of the bigger picture
Predictably, Sarkozy’s speech struck
One of his early influences is the Guyanese
that is America.
discordant notes in Africa and elsewhere.
poet Martin Carter, whose poems about the
When Tilghman visited Lexington, in
How could he say that Blacks were without a
struggles for Guyana’s Independence have
Virginia, he was told by the Sons of the
history? This was Noah Webster in the 21st
become standard reading.
Confederate Veterans that, “America has been
century!
On the international stage, Peter has deep
dumbed down in history which is one of the
Achille Mbembe, of Cameroon, is a
admiration for Mahatma Gandhi and Martin
reasons why we are celebrating Confederate
professor at Witwatersrand University, in
Luther King Jr., as their views of non-violence
History Month”.
South Africa. He said that Sarkozy was like
“are relevant to our world today”.
But this begs the question: If there is a
a master speaking to his slave; a white chief
Peter likes to garden and watch cricket. He
celebration of Confederate History, then why
with a bad memory!
is from the old school, and is a fan of Rohan
not celebrate Black History? How can one be
The French rapper Roce is also eloquent
Kanhai the West Indian super batsman.
understood without the other?
about the evils of exclusion and hypocrisy,
Peter described the session in Brooklyn
Do we need a Black History Month?
when he spoke about the fracture of the cities
as a joyful experience as it reconnected
Despite the criticisms, there is good reason to
and “the bitter taste of history that hurts the
people with the past and it promoted cultural
devote a month to study Black History, as a
head”.
awareness.
start. There is nothing to prevent an enquiring
Black history is rich, inquisitive, and
As a teacher Peter wants young people to
mind to delve further into Black History, and
complex. The ancient Kingdoms of Africa
pay attention to their education, and to do
if 28 days can lead to this, then the month
highlight the important contributions that
community work and treat the elders with
would have served a useful purpose.
Africans have made to civilisation and
respect.
Black history is our history, but so is the
culture. Its language, architecture, and
There is no doubt that Peter Jailall
history of other communities as well. When
humanity have the potential to unite peoples
is making a positive difference in our
we understand them, we will see that we have
of all persuasions.
community and we wish him all the best in
more in common, than we have differences.
The marvelous inventions that Blacks
the future.

Poet, teacher, & admirer of Gandhi
From Page 14
He enrolled at York University, and having
earned his bachelor’s degree, then did a
Master of Arts degree at the University of
Toronto.
Peter has taught in Canadian schools since
1970, and he would visit Guyana in summer
to teach and conduct workshops in reading
and teaching methodologies.
One important component during these
visits to Guyana was the training of teachers.
After 28 years as a teacher in Canada, Peter
still visits the schools in Toronto, where he
teaches poetry. He became a full-time poet
upon retirement, and has published five books
of poetry.
He visits houses of worship and colleges
and reads poetry. Peter has also visited
different countries such as England, Trinidad
and Tobago, and the US to read his poems.
This brings him considerable satisfaction.
Peter’s books include, This Healing Place, Yet
Another Home, When September Comes, and
Jottings.
In one of his teaching visits to Guyana, he
said, “My job is to help the children to dissect
and examine the dialect, not to throw it away,
but to use it to learn standard English so that
we can have both. So, if you move to Canada,
the US or to England, you should have that
standard English in your back pocket and pull
it out.”
Peter received an award for his work by the
Guyana Cultural Association in 2010 for his
contributions to rural education in Guyana,
and also the Martys award for literature and
for promoting literacy in Canada.
Peter sees himself as a poet in the future
as well as a community activist. He says that
he has both feet in Canada and Guyana.
His service has been selfless and money is
secondary.
“I serve because I like my community.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH: ARTS & LITERATURE

Capitalism & Slavery off English press 84 years later
By Romeo Kaseram
ric Williams’ influential anti-colonial text, Capitalism
and Slavery, will roll off an English press on February
24, almost 84 years after it was rejected by publishers
in the UK, and 78 years after it was first published in the US,
The Guardian’s Donna Ferguson reported last week. It will be
published by Penguin Modern Press.
As Ferguson notes, the roots of Capitalism and Slavery
are grounded in Williams’ 1938 doctoral thesis. Williams
convocated with a D.Phil.
from Oxford University
that year, which he
acquired under the
supervision of Vincent
Harlow, a leading historian
at the time.
The thesis, titled ‘The
Economic Aspects of the
Abolition of the Slave
Trade and West Indian
Slavery’, was foundational
research for what was later
published as Capitalism
and Slavery (1944). It
became a seminal text,
which according to
Wikipedia, “was both
a direct attack on the
idea that moral and
humanitarian motives were
the key facts in the victory
Eric Williams
of British abolitionism”.
As Wikipedia also notes, Capitalism and Slavery was a
covert critique of an idea common in the 1930s, emanating
in particular from Oxford Professor Reginald Coupland
– another prominent historian at the time – that British
imperialism was essentially propelled by humanitarian and
benevolent impulses.
Wikipedia further adds that Williams’ argument owed
much to the influence of C.L.R. James. In what is another
international, seminal text, James’ The Black Jacobins (1938),
similarly “offered an economic and geostrategic explanation for
the rise of British abolitionism”.
Ferguson reiterates Williams’ (and James’) arguments,
noting that “[slavery] was abolished in much of the British
empire in 1833 because doing so at that time was in Britain’s
economic self-interest – not because the British suddenly
discovered a conscience”.
Citing a key and pivotal statement by Williams, she quotes
the following: “The capitalists had first encouraged West
Indian slavery and then helped to destroy it.”
Ferguson adds, “In the early 19th century, slave-owning
sugar planters in the Caribbean British colonies enjoyed a
monopoly on the supply of sugar to Britain, because of an
imperial tax policy of protectionism.”

E

However, as Williams argued: “When British capitalism
depended on [sugar and cotton plantations in] the West Indies,
they [the capitalists] ignored slavery or defended it. When
British capitalism found the West Indian monopoly [on sugar]
a nuisance, they destroyed West Indian slavery as the first step
in the destruction of West Indian monopoly.”
Capitalism and Slavery is a text that is intense for its
meticulous research, Ferguson notes.
“In great detail, [Williams] lays out the scale of the wealth
and industry that was created in
Britain, not just from the slave
plantations and in the sugar
refineries and cotton mills, but by
building and insuring slave ships,
manufacturing goods transported
to the colonies – including guns,
manacles, chains and padlocks –
and then banking and reinvesting
the profits.”
Additionally, “It was all this
wealth created by slavery in
the 17th and 18th centuries
that powered the Industrial
Revolution in the 19th century,
Williams argued. And it was this
economic change that meant the
preferential sugar duties – which
artificially pushed up the price
of sugar in the UK, a deliberate
policy that had once so suited
the many wealthy British families
involved in the slave trade – came
to be seen by 19th-century industrialists
as an ‘unpopular’ barrier to free trade, low
factory wages and global domination.”
Williams peeled away this enveloping narrative of
humanitarianism and its outward false fabric of “benevolence”
that was then being used to sugar-coat the less palatable reality
of Britain’s unsavoury relationship with slavery, its extractive
sugar economy, and the concomitant wealth acquisition that
still benefits ancestral lineages today.
Ferguson also cites the other narrative woven into
Capitalism and Slavery, which is Williams tracing the
emergence of the slave trade in the 16th century at a time
“when the demand for labour exceeded the number of white
convicts and poor, white, indentured servants willing to work
the land cheaply”.
As Williams wrote, “A racial twist has been given to what is
basically an economic phenomenon. Slavery was not born of
racism: rather, racism was the consequence of slavery.”
As Williams discovered after approaching publishers, these
were not palatable views at the time; consequently, Capitalism
and Slavery was rejected for publication in Britain. In fact,
as Ferguson writes, Williams “…was shunned by publishers
and accused of undermining the humanitarian motivation for

Britain’s Slavery Abolition Act”.
Ferguson adds, “Williams submitted his manuscript to the
most ‘revolutionary’ publisher he could find in 1930s Britain,
Fredric Warburg, who had published Hitler’s Mein Kampf in
1925 and would later go on to publish George Orwell’s Animal
Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four.”
She adds, “It was rejected out of hand. Any suggestion that
the slave trade and slavery were abolished for economic and
not humanitarian reasons ran ‘contrary to the British tradition’,
Warburg told him, adding: ‘I
would never publish such a book’.”
It continued to be “spurned
by British publishers until 1964,
when the Hungarian-born André
Deutsch… agreed to print it”,
Ferguson notes.
Williams was born on
September 25, 1911, in Portof-Spain, Trinidad. His father
was Thomas Henry Williams, a
minor post official, while mother,
Eliza Frances Boissière, was a
homemaker. Williams’ early
education was acquired at the
Tranquillity Boys’ Intermediate
Government School, and was
followed by attendance at Queen’s
Royal College in Port-of-Spain.
In 1932 he won an island
scholarship, which took him to St
Catherine’s Society, Oxford, later
St Catherine’s College. In 1935 he
graduated with first-class honours
and a BA in history; he acquired a
D.Phil in 1938.
Williams later documented much of his educational pursuits
at Queen’s Royal College and Oxford University in another
book, Inward Hunger: The Education of a Prime Minister.
In this text, he describes, among other things, detailed
experiences of racism endured in Great Britain.
In 1939 Williams traveled to the US, where he taught at
Howard University as an assistant professor of social and
political sciences. During this tenure, he wrote The Negro in
the Caribbean (1942), and Education in the British West Indies
(1950).
Among his other works are Documents of West Indian
History: 1492–1655 from the Spanish Discovery to the British
Conquest of Jamaica, Volume 1, (1963); History of the People
of Trinidad and Tobago, (1964); From Columbus to Castro:
The History of the Caribbean 1492–1969 (1971); and, Forged
from the Love of Liberty: Selected Speeches of Dr. Eric Williams,
(1981). He was Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago from
1962 until his death in office on March 29, 1981.
The Penguin Modern Press 2022 edition of Capitalism and
Slavery can be pre-ordered here; also, click on book cover.

for the body. It flushes the pipes, services vital body parts, and
is an integral part of living. Several glasses a day are suggested.
We are blessed that we live in a country where water is readily
available. Many folks around the world do not have that
amenity.
For food, fruits and vegetables, are nutritious. Try to keep
the sweets and pastries at bay. They might be appealing,
but are also addictive. The same goes for alcohol and other
pleasures. They come with a price, healthwise, and otherwise.
Keep moving! Exercise is major in life
and living. The body is made to move. Daily
walks, runs, yard work, exercise machines,
gyms if you can afford them, games, sports,
dancing, karate, whatever it takes.
One can be creative. It can add years to
your life. It will make you look good and
feel good. Your body will continuously
thank you. But don’t overdose on a good thing. The body also
needs rest. Vitamins can help to fine tune the system, and
extend one’s expiry date.
Be aware of the changes in your body and mind as you grow
old. They creep up on you like a thief in the night!
As they say, coming events cast their shadows. The little
things that bug you in your fifties can become big things in
your seventies and eighties. It is wise to make a pre-emptive
strike. Do not turn the other cheek. Research and find out
more about your ailment. There is lots of information on the
Internet. Consult with your doctor. Prevention is better than
cure. If you want to make that century, as every cricketer

knows, you have to work at it.
Have goals and daily plans, even in old age. Contemplate
and meditate. What is the meaning of life? The value of prayer
for body and soul? It will help us through this valley of tears.
Keep searching, keep learning, keep giving. You will receive a
lot in return.
Value your friends, your companions, those close to you
in so many ways. They help you through good times and bad
times. Be sociable, but choose your friends wisely.
Stay away from folks who live in an “alternate reality”, be
it racism, prejudice, radicalisation, diseases of the mind that
dictators and mind benders thrive on reviving. These evils
have ruined many a relationship and life, including family
relationships. It is very difficult to change folks’ minds, once
they are hooked.
Let us try to find daily purpose in our lives. Do not put off
for tomorrow what you can do today. The missed opportunity
does not usually return. Have a book at your bedside, be it
a prayer book or other. Books have been one of my great
pleasures in life from an early age.
It is wise to keep ones eyes and ears open and be willing to
change. The world is changing rapidly. Let us try to leave the
world a better place than we found it. At least try, which is all
we can do. A person’s reach should be beyond his or her grasp.
Count your blessings. The storms of war may break, but
whatever happens, though the creeks may rise, the sun will
shine again. Dogmatic as it may sound, these are some of life’s
lessons that I have learned in my more than three score and
ten years. Walk good in this pasture and the one to come.

Tips on how to navigate the challenges in our time

H

ow do we face the challenges of our times? Never
since World War II have we been faced with more
perils and dangers. Every day seems to bring an
increasing threat from man, from disease, from war, from
climate.
The most ominous comes from Vladimir Putin, the dictator
of Russia, who seems to have a world plan for Europe and us.
Along the same axis of evil, dictators in China, North Korea,
and a would-be dictator, the corrupt, defeated president of the
US, are actively contributing to destabilising
the world. The fight for freedom and
democracy are at our front and backdoors
Bernard
again. Stability and peace come at a heavy
Heydorn
price.
In our daily lives we strive to be healthy.
The commonsense approach serves our
purpose best. Prevention of disease is
better than cure. Vaccinations and medical science continue
to help mankind for generations. Eat healthily, sleep well,
keep moving, exercise, try to be positive, seem to make sense.
Listen to your body. It is our best teacher.
Sleep is a vital tonic. My father used to say it is his only
tonic, as he lived through hard times. He survived World War
I and World War II, the Great Depression, a pandemic, flus,
deadly tropical diseases, and poverty to boot. Folks as they
get older and start to slip off the planet, tend to take refuge in
sleep. It opens the door to the other side.
In terms of food and drink, water is our best bet. We can
live for a while without food, but not without water. It is vital
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Hindus protest Angostura rum ad

Father of Andrea Bharatt, Randolph (left), & her boyfriend, Keshon Saman, at a
shrine in south Trinidad to mark her first death anniversary

Shrine marks year after Andrea’s passing

Port-of-Spain – The first death anniversary of Andrea Bharatt was observed last week
when her father Randolph lit a candle and
placed two bouquets at a shrine in Palmiste
Park in south Trinidad.
The ceremony marked one year since the
disappearance and subsequent murder of his
daughter. Andrea worked as a clerk at the
Arima Magistrate’s Court. She disappeared
after work on the evening of January 29, 2021.
Six days later, her decomposing body was
found down a precipice in the Heights of Aripo
in east Trinidad.

Last week Randolph was joined by Andrea’s
boyfriend, Keshon Saman, for the candle lighting ceremony.
“The last year has ripped my life apart. I still
can’t talk about my daughter one year later. I
would not wish this on any parent,” Randolph
said.
Saman said Andrea’s death changed the
course of his life.
“You can never be the same again. People
say time heals all wounds, but every day my
wounds continue to remain fresh. The pain is
too much,” he said.

Govt defends tear gas on PoS protestors

Port-of-Spain – National Security Minister following Sundays. The demonstrations were
Fitzgerald Hinds defended the action by the called, ‘Push-Back 2, the Awakening’, and the
Trinidad and Tobago Police Service to deploy “Worldwide Rally for Freedom”.
Tancoo further noted commentary that tear
tear gas during a January 16 protest in Portgas was not used during a later protest by some
of-Spain.
Hinds told the nation’s Parliament the police Beetham residents following its January 16
took this action following the failure of all other deployment by police in Port-of-Spain. The
options that sought to disperse protesters, who Beetham residents were protesting an historical
he claimed had started to grow violent.Hinds’ seeping sewage problem.
However, Hinds differed with Tancoo in his
response came after a sustained accusation
response, assertwas raised by the
ing that the proOpposition UNC
test of more than
that the TTPS had
300 men, women,
responded with
and children was
brutality against a
held without the
“peaceful” protest.
permission of the
The
UNC’s
Commissioner
Oropouche West
of Police, and
MP Dave Tancoo
was a clear concontested
the
travention
of
claims of violence
the
Summary
by protestors, sayOffences Act.
ing the crowd was
According to
fewer than 300,
the Act, a person
was unarmed, and
organising a pubincluded children.
lic march must
Tancoo
said
apply to the police
passers-by were
affected by the Protesters stand by a cannister swirling with commissioner for
permission within
immediate irrita- tear gas in Port-of-Spain last month
tion caused by tear gas. He also cited the a fixed time before the date of the event.
Noting that the January 16 march was illeUnited Nations’ position against use of the
chemical in the dispersion of crowds, and its gal, Hinds added, “I am reliably informed by
the Guard and Emergency Branch that there
“problematic legality”.
He added that of the 12 people arrested at was continuous communication over a period
the event, only one was charged with leading of approximately two hours with protesters,
an illegal protest, and not with action con- urging them and imploring them to discontinue that illegal process.”
nected to violence.
He added that the protestors did not comThe Queen’s Park Savannah event was
organised and led by Umar Abdullah, head of ply, and “several persons became violent”.
the First Wave Movement. He was arrested at According to Hinds, water bottles and similar
the event, and charged the next day with lead- missiles were thrown at police officers, which
was “tantamount to assault”.
ing a march without police permission.
He added that the TTPS was within its
Several days later, Abdullah wrote to Police
Commissioner McDonald Jacob, advising of rights in the use of tear gas, and that police
another two planned “peaceful demonstra- officers should not be restricted in the perfortions” to take place at the Savannah on the mance of their lawful duty.
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“I wouldn’t doubt that they moved very
Port-of-Spain – Angostura Limited last
week confirmed it had taken down an adver- judiciously to remove it, that would help them
tisement for its Angostura Tamboo Spiced to negate any type of apology,” Pundit Maharaj
Rum following complaints from the Hindu said.
He added, “The imagery is clearly of the
community. Using religious imagery, the
advertisement was posted on the Angostura type that Lord Krishna uses when he plays the
flute, the position of the fingers, and everyTamboo’s Instagram page.
thing else, even the colour
Angostura also indicatblue. They could have choed that an official apology
sen any other colour, but
would be issued if its investiKrishna is considered blue,
gation found inappropriatedifferent hues of blue, and so
ness in the use of religious
the similarity in it is just too
imagery.
similar to not have Hindu
The advertisement drew
undertones in it.”
the attention of the Sanatan
Pundit Maharaj called for
Dharma Maha Sabha, with
a retraction of the advertiseits acting Secretary-General
ment, an apology, and the
Vijay Maharaj writing to
firing of the person or perAngostura’s
Corporate
sons involved.
Communications Manager
“We continue to be
Judy Kanhai.
offended that these conAccording to the SDMS,
glomerates, quite apart from
the graphics in the advertiseencouraging the singing of
ment closely resembled the
Vijay Maharaj
rum songs, now feel that our deities are fair
Hindu deity Lord Krishna.
“As you would no doubt appreciate, game to be used in selling rum,” he said.
Additionally, “This rears its ugly head ever
Hinduism is a very visually oriented religion,
and depictions and iconography have a great so often in Trinidad and Tobago, and nobody
personal impact on the psyche of the Hindu. is brought to book, and nobody has to pay
At this juncture, we call for the immediate for these transgressions... All we ask is that
withdrawal of any/all videos/ advertisements our religious sensibilities be considered when
which carry the images bearing resemblance to doing these things.”
Angostura later said the Tamboo brand
our Lord Krishna depicted with hands playing
Instagram account is managed by an external
the flute,” Maharaj wrote.
A complaint also came from Pundit third-party agency.
“Upon learning that the ad had the potenSatyanand Maharaj, spiritual head of the Satya
Anand Ashram. As Pundit Maharaj also noted, tial to offend the religious group, Angostura
the advertisement clearly showed the hands immediately requested that it be removed from
the Instagram page, as it was never our intenand flute of Lord Krishna.
Pundit Maharaj said an image of the adver- tion to disrespect a valued community. We will
tisement was sent to him, but upon checking continue to strive to educate all associated parthe brand’s Instagram page, found that it had ties on matters related to our national religious
and cultural identity,” the company stated.
been removed.

UNC: Probe Mosquito Creek failure

Port-of-Spain – Opposition Member of tect the mangrove, then you are destroying the
Parliament for Oropouche East Roodal fisheries, and so on…”
Moonilal said he wanted to make it abunMoonilal last week called on the Environment
Management Authority to launch an investiga- dantly clear the UNC was not opposed to the
tion to determine whether the recommenda- construction of the highway. In fact, the project
tions for roadworks construction at Mosquito started under the People’s Partnership administration that was then in
Creek in south Trinidad
power. He also noted that
were followed.
“not one inch of the highIf these recommendations
way constructed under the
that were outlined in the
People’s Partnership has colCertificate of Environmental
lapsed”.
Clearance were not observed
Works and Transport
and were violated, then
Minister Rohan Sinanan
ongoing work should be
also came in for criticism
immediately terminated, and
for his silence following the
enforcement action underworrisome development at
taken, Moonilal declared.
Mosquito Creek.
Additionally, Moonilal
“[Sinanan] has not sposaid the EMA should immeken. He is hiding behind
diately intervene and invesa committee of unknown
tigate whether the Ministry
people and with unknown
of Works, and the National
deadlines. Imagine the
Infrastructure Development
Roodal Moonilal
police and the army are now
Company Ltd abided by
the recommendations outlined in the CEC guarding the highway because they are afraid
that was granted for construction at Mosquito that people will steal the highway. In a time like
this when people are being brutally murdered,
Creek.
Late last month cracks began forming along the police and the army have to guard the highthe roadway that forms part of the Solomon way,” Moonilal said.
He also noted that to date, the government
Hochoy Highway extension to Point Fortin.
The cracks have since grown progressively has not given an indication on the approximate
cost to rehabilitate that segment of the highway.
worse.
“This segment violates terribly requireSaid Moonilal: “Our information is that
in the construction of that segment, Nidco, ments to protect the environment,” Moonilal
the ministry, and of course the contractors said while calling on the EMA to intervene.
He added, “[We] are not even being told
involved, ignored and/or violated the CEC;
this is a very serious matter that deals with a how much money it will take to rehabilitate
the situation, as it is now because it may cost
potential environmental disaster.”
He added, “It deals with the sustainability of more than (TT) $200 million to rehabilitate
the marine life in that area that sustains liveli- and to redesign. Someone has to foot the bill. It
hoods, that sustains jobs, economic activity, cannot be the taxpayer, and yet again, this has
income generation, because if you fail to put all the hallmarks of PNM mismanagement and
engineering designs and works in place to pro- corruption and incompetence.”
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Govt warned murders could hit 600+ total by year end
Port-of-Spain – The UNC last week issued a warning that
Trinidad and Tobago could record more than 600 murders for
2022 if the death toll pattern was maintained at three fatalities
a day.
The warning came from Opposition Member of Parliament
Rodney Charles, who is the UNC’s Shadow Minister for
National Security.
In his statement, Charles challenged the government’s
Minister of National Security, Fitzgerald Hinds, to do his best
to ensure at least a ten percent reduction in murders for 2022.
The number of murders for January more than doubled from
the same time last year, when 24 deaths were recorded. Also,
Charles noted that November last was the bloodiest so far in
Trinidad and Tobago’s history.
He also noted, “October last under Hind’s watch recorded the
most murders ever for any October.”
Charles said if the burgeoning murder rate for this year
remained unchecked from two to three daily deaths, then the

country was “on target to record over 600 murders for the year”.
His warning came following last week’s double murder in
South Park Mall in San Fernando. It was carried out in daylight
in a highly trafficked location, in what police later described as
“a well-planned execution”.
By the weekend at least six murders were recorded, pushing
the January total close to 50 persons killed.
“We are indeed in wild, wild west territory, with citizens living in fear, and criminals shooting with seeming brazenness,
impunity, and regularity,” said Charles.
Commenting on the South Park Mall murders, he claimed
the gunshots that killed the two men were many, and loud
enough, to be heard by nearby Tarouba and St Joseph Village
residents.
Charles said he remained concerned that Trinidad and
Tobago’s murder rate was already out of control, and that Hinds
must do all he can to pull it back from outstripping last year’s
total.

Port-of-Spain – It has been a shaky start to the year for
Trinidad and Tobago, with the country experiencing almost
consecutive episodes of three earthquakes in January.
The first earthquake occurred on January 18 with a magnitude of 4.7, followed by a second episode on January 22 at
magnitude 5.0.
The most recent rattler occurred on January 26
at a magnitude of 5.2, and
at a depth of ten kilometres
between both islands, and
around 35 kilometres west of
Scarborough.
Despite the almost back-toback occurrences of the shakers, Dr Rodrigo ContrerasArratia told the media there
was no need for nationals to
panic. Contreras-Arratia is a
seismologist at The University
of the West Indies Seismic
Research Centre.
“It is unusual to experience three similar magnitude
seismic events in one week,
since most of the days we do UWI Seismic Research Unit
not register any moderate to the January 26 earthquake
larger event,” he said.
He added, “However, this behaviour is perfectly normal due
to the active tectonics characterising the Eastern Caribbean.
Trinidad sits on an active margin where the South American
plate subducts beneath the Caribbean plate. That process produces high number of earthquakes of all magnitudes [with] the

largest ones the most infrequent.”
However, Contreras-Arratia did issue a caution. While largest earthquake ever recorded utilising seismic instruments was
magnitude 9.5 in Chile on May 22, 1960, with such big events
least likely to occur, at the same time it was imperative to be
informed, and be prepared,
he said.
He said the active tectonics
in the region means that the
plates are continuously moving and storing energy. After
an earthquake occurs, there
are aftershocks, followed by
a post-seismic period where
the plates are accommodating.
There is also an inter-seismic period when these plates
store energy again and culminate with an earthquake.
Such is the seismic cycle,
Contreras-Arratia said.
The length of these cycles
depend on the specific area of
study, and it is never constant,
graphic shows location of Contreras-Arratia said.
“Considering the data
from the last seven years (from 2015), we cannot say there is a
trend. However, we see a constant number of events during that
period. Not less, not increased; just normal activity,” he added.
Contreras-Arratia noted that earthquakes could not be predicted. However, preventative action through preparation to
reduce the risks to lives and property was essential.

New year begins with a ‘shaky’ start for TT

Govt looks to digitisation to beat white-collar crime

Port-of-Spain – It is hoped that digitisation of the public
“I want to challenge every leader in this room to dream and
sector would form part of the government’s assault on white- envision what we can offer to our fellow citizens; to make their
collar criminal conduct now flourishing with impunity, Prime lives easier and your lives easier too. Don’t be afraid that you
Minister Dr Keith Rowley said earlier this week.
might make mistakes. We need to learn from our mistakes and
With an integrated system for the management of data, such successes, and we need to grow,” he stated.
criminal conduct “will
Rowley said the opporwither if access is digitally
tunity to leverage technolcontrolled and recorded,
ogy has the potential to be a
and information in the
game-changer that can funform of evidence identidamentally transform the
fies who did what, where,
economy and public serwhen, how, and under
vices provided to nationals.
what authority”, Rowley
“The importance of a
said.
well-functioning Public
At the time, Rowley was
Service cannot be overstatspeaking at a Public Sector
ed. We need to promote a
Digital Transformation
sense of being one Public
Workshop in Port-ofService, and take a whole
Spain. It was also his hope
governmental approach to
that the workshop would
problem analysis and probnot be just another talk PM Rowley, centre, with Digital Transformation Minister
lem solving versus operatHassel Bacchus, left, & Minister of Public Administration & ing as individual agencies
shop, he added.
Said Rowley: “…I am Minister in the Ministry of Finance Allyson West attend the
and ineffective departhoping for two outcomes. digitisation workshop earlier this week
ments working in silos,” he
The first is that as the leadership of the Public Service, we will said.
leave here with a shared vision of what we need to do and a
Additionally, Rowley noted, “There is a tendency where we
recognition that we can do it. And secondly, we will leave here each try to do it alone, resulting in overlapping inefficiency,
with some clear results that we can and will achieve in a specific wasted resources and inevitable increased demands on the
period of time. In other words, this must not be just another talk Treasury. Until we see ourselves as one Service, we will not be
shop; rather it must serve as a blueprint for the way forward.”
able to fully realise the power of collective action to achieve our
He urged public sector leaders to adopt a “can do” attitude.
destiny as a people. Digitisation makes it all possible.”
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Police process the South Park Mall murder scene
“Last year, the country recorded 448 murders, which means
that Hinds must commit, if he is a performance-oriented manager, to a target of under 403 murders this year,” Charles said.

Roshan Parasram

Omicron variant now
dominant strain in TT
Port-of-Spain – The Omicron variant was officially acknowledged to have entered community transmission last week, and
is now the dominant strain circulating in Trinidad and Tobago.
Confirmation of its community arrival and spread was made by
Chief Medical Officer, Dr Roshan Parasram.
His confirmation came just over a month after the first community case of the Omicron variant was discovered in Trinidad
and Tobago on December 19.
By the end of last month, 56 Omicron cases were detected
in Trinidad and Tobago, 28 of which came from among the
population.
“We’re basically at a stage where you find that the Omicron
variant is now seemingly the dominant variant, and as Dr
[Avery] Hinds has indicated, it is fairly well in the community, so we can safely say we’re at a community spread phase,”
Parasram said.
By the middle of last month, Parasram said the Omicron
variant accounted for 25 percent of the genetic sequences that
were conducted by the team at the University of the West Indies.
Citing international epidemiological data, Parasram noted
the Omicron variant takes between a month and six weeks to
create a spike in Covid-19 cases, which is followed by a decrease.
“We will see how that... takes over into Trinidad, and see
what happens over the coming weeks,” he said.
He noted that the weeks ahead in February will be challenging for Trinidad and Tobago, along with many other countries.
“For many countries, the next few weeks remain critical for
health system workers and health systems because we have, in
Trinidad and Tobago especially, our system is still full, and we
want to make sure that that balances (and) stays the same [so]
we can cope with the number of cases that occur,” he said.
Meanwhile, the 449 new Covid-19 cases reported by the
Ministry of Health earlier this week took total active, positive
cases to up into the 20,000 range.
January saw the highest number of Covid-19 cases recorded.
The highest number of deaths recorded was on January 8 with
37 fatalities. By January 30, the number cases showed an overall
increase, with the highest number recorded last Saturday at
1,081. It was also reported late last week that the total number
of deaths from Covid-19 stood at 3,395.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
Iconic dialogue, songs in Amar Prem, but Sharmila Tagore makes it her own
By Pratikshya Mishra
y first memory of Rajesh Khanna and Sharmila
Tagore’s Amar Prem is that of ‘Raina Beeti Jaye...’
playing from my mother’s old radio. Full disclosure,
I had watched snippets of the film before but only now
understand any of it. To summarise, everyone is crying and
everyone ‘hates tears’.
To aid your understanding, Amar Prem, written by
Arabinda Mukherjee and directed by Shakti Samanta, opens
with Pushpa (Sharmila Tagore) being thrown out of the house
by her husband and his new wife. When she goes home, her
mother isn’t particularly psyched to see her and it only takes
one piece of gossip for her to turn on her daughter. A man
from her village, Nepal Babu (Madan Puri) sends her to a
brothel in Calcutta.
Anand Babu (Rajesh Khanna) is drawn to the brothel,
entranced by Pushpa’s voice (enter: ‘Raina Beeti Jaye...’) and
goes on to visit her frequently.
Another catalyst to Pushpa’s story, and this is Pushpa’s film,
is the neighbourhood kid Nandu (Master Bobby). Nandu
is the son of a widowed man who moves to the colony with
his new wife and kids. Putting Cinderella to shame, Nandu’s
stepmother is apathetic towards him, at her best. Amar Prem is
bad PR for Bollywood mothers – the anti-Nirupa Roy.
The setting of the first half forms one of the crucial
underlying themes of the film – society’s bigoted perception
of sex work. Pushpa becomes invisible to the people from her
own village to the point where Babu tells her she is ‘dead’ to
everyone. Even within the colony, people look down on the
women who work at the brothel.
As Nandu frequently visits Pushpa, who has taken him
under her wing, his mother yells at him and forbids him from
doing so. At one point, she even throws away the samosas
Pushpa gave Nandu because ‘uski ghar ki cheezein nahi khaate’.
Mind you, this is the same woman who takes a very laissezfaire approach to feeding Nandu.
The one thing that bothers me about the portrayal of sex
workers in Amar Prem, is the way Pushpa is shown as ‘having a
heart of gold’ and is thus seemingly too good for the place. At
one point Anand compares her to a ‘banjar zameen mai phool’.
Anand, who is easily the most likeable man in the film,
also draws a comparison between a wife versus a mistress as
‘sherbat vs desi sharaab’. Considering that the film is from the
1970s, the subtle misogyny isn’t surprising.
However, it’s not all bad. Amar Prem portrays a camaraderie
among all the women who work with Pushpa under the
watchful and protective gaze of Mausi (Leela Mishra). It is clear
that both Anand and Mausi respect the women and stand by
them to ensure their safety.
Amar Prem for me is not a romance because Anand and
Pushpa’s story takes a backseat to the relationship between
Pushpa and Nandu. Here is the film’s biggest win – the
relationships all revolve around Pushpa.
As Nandu finds the ol’ Bollywood ‘mamta’ with Pushpa,
their bond only grows deeper with time evidenced by the
things they do for for each other – Nandu challenges his
stepmother and Pushpa sneakily saves his life.
When Nandu grows up (played by Vinod Mehra) and
comes back to Kolkata, he embarks on a search for Pushpa.
When he does find her, it’s clear that they both held on to
their relationship – that of a mother and child. Is it healthy?
Probably not, but the film has so little joy that it’s okay.
Where does it get a little sketchy? With Pushpa and Anand.
When Pushpa asks him why he comes to visit her, his answer
will probably remind you of a Tinder match you regret –
essentially says he has nowhere else to go. Issue? She just
shrugs it off! I get it, she has a heart of gold, but you have to
draw the line somewhere.
She NEVER complains; even when she finds out that Nepal
Babu conveniently forgot to tell her that her mother is dead
(this is where the iconic “Pushpa, I hate tears” comes in. She
just found out her mom is dead, let her cry for like….five
mins?)
Pushpa’s character deserved more substance. Shyam
Benegal’s Mandi comes to mind where a stellar cast plays sex
workers (led by Shabana Azmi) at a brothel who fight society’s
ideals and the system.
I digress. Anand tells Pushpa that her relationship with
Nandu is a farce (which…valid) but he has also projected his
expectations on her. Anand has marital problems – his wife
is rarely home and it’s insinuated that she is unfaithful. When
his friend asks him why he meets Pushpa, he goes on a spiel
about how a, “Man works all day, comes back home and when
he doesn’t find what he needs he goes elsewhere” …you get the
drift. Feminism isn’t winning here.
One could argue that his wife also has some complaints
from him, but we don’t get her side. She is only the ‘evil

M
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Rajesh Khanna's Anand, Sharmila Tagore's Pushpa, and Nandu are adorable together!
woman’ who goes to parties and salons.
Anand not only visits Pushpa every day, he also asks her to
cook a dish his friend talked about – his wife, who doesn’t go
to salons, makes it for him, and Pushpa makes it for Anand.
Sharmila Tagore as Pushpa makes this film her own. When
she is playing the damsel in distress, your heart goes out for
her; when she is pampering Nandu, it’s heart warming, and a
coy Pushpa who Anand sees is so masterfully done that the
film’s title makes sense. Supplementing her is a dashing Rajesh
Khanna who is as smooth as they come, I mean he brings her
food every day.
But my favourite? The music. The songs in Amar Prem
are timeless classics (my favourites: ‘Raina Beeti Jaye...’ and
‘Chingari Koi Bhadke...’), not only for their composition, but
their lyrics and picturisation. There’s a place for every song and
every song has its place.
For the 1970s, the film is set primarily in a brothel and
challenges society’s view of sex workers. Showing the story
from Pushpa’s eyes gives the audience empathy even though
she really, REALLY deserved to exist outside her relationships.
Amar Prem is an example of great pacing. When I saw the
film was longer than two hours I was skeptical, but I was glued
to the screen taking in every subplot. I was glad that it didn’t

work out as the perfect romance, and was more focused on
love and relationships in every form.
The ‘pure woman’ trope is regurgitated time and again to
the point where Pushpa is compared to the river Ganga – the
similarity being that they both wash the sins of others. That is
a lot to put on a woman, honestly.
Pushpa is nice to a fault and contrasted against Anand’s
wife, it leans heavily on the Madonna-whore complex which is
pretty much a staple of Bollywood and Indian TV.
Pushpa even breaks her bangles when her first husband
who, to refresh your memory, married someone else because
Pushpa couldn’t bear a child, and then threw her out, dies.
There are a few ‘brahman ka beta’ comments thrown
around, which didn’t really seem essential to the plot at all.
And the characters of Natwarlal and Khan sahib are comically
exaggerated even though the former deserves props for eating
pani puri with alcohol, a culinary pioneer.
Amar Prem is by no means a bad film; it might even be
one of the best films of the time. It tackled issues not a lot
of people were talking about well, and gave Indian cinema
iconic dialogues and songs. Watch it for Sharmila Tagore and
Rajesh Khanna’s magical presence on screen and especially for,
“Pushpa, I hate tears.”

Soulful Chingari Koi Bhadke was an afterthought

D

irector Shakti Samanta’s iconic movie Amar Prem
was released 50 years ago on January 28, 1972. All
its evergreen songs and Rajesh Khanna’s dialogue
‘Pushpa, I hate tears,’ have earned a cult status over the years.
It is still fresh in the minds of cinema-buffs. Speaking
to ETimes, Shakti Samanta’s son, producer-director Ashim
Samanta says, “There is absolutely no need to ever ‘remake’
an ever-fresh classic like Amar Prem. Our heartfelt regret
even today is that the film richly deserved to win awards for
its lead actors, for the music and lyrics. But it was only given
nominations in those multiple categories.”
Amar Prem was a special film and that
can be gauged by the fact that Rajesh
Khanna, who was otherwise known in
the film industry for his frequent late
arrivals on the sets, apparently went out
of his way to accommodate the shootingdates of the film.
Ashim reveals, “Not only did Kaka-ji
(Khanna) wake up early in the morning,
he put in his 200 percent dedication
for his endearing role of ‘Anand-babu’.
It’s pretty evident when you watch the
movie. Personally, I feel it was one of
Rajesh Khanna’s best-ever performances.”
R.D. Burman
Noted author Chaitanya Padukone, who is close to the
Samanta family, revealed another unknown trivia about the
film and the soulful song ‘Chingari Koi Bhadke’ sung by
Kishore Kumar.
Apparently this song was an after-thought addition to the
movie.

Pushpa & Anand in Chingari Koi Bhadke
He says, “This award-worthy song did not form part
of the original script. The entire shooting of Amar Prem
was complete and lyricist Anand Bakshi-saab dropped in
at Samanta’s house to recite the lyrics of ‘Chingari Koi…’.
The music-savvy Shakti-da instantly got hooked onto the
song and decided to create a situation to incorporate the
composition. He tasked the acclaimed art director Shanti
Dass to recreate the surreal Hooghly-Howrah ambience
within the Nataraj studios sets at Andheri in Mumbai.”
R.D. Burman composed the music for this haunting number
sung by Kishore Kumar, which features both Rajesh Khanna
and Sharmila Tagore.
Ashim concludes, “Only after this eleventh-hour ‘amar’ song
was picturised, that the film was ‘wrapped-up’.”
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Urf explores ‘aka’ world of Bollywood’s celebrity impersonators

By Srikanth Srinivasan
e doesn’t imitate Amitabh Bachchan, he plays
him. So insists Firoz Khan, also known as
Junior Amitabh Bachchan, one of the three
celebrity impersonators at the centre of Geetika Narang
Abbasi’s documentary Urf [A.K.A], currently playing at
the International Film Festival Rotterdam.
Through a series of talking head interviews with
Firoz, “Junior Dev Anand” Kishor Bhanusali and “Junior
Shah Rukh Khan” Prashant Walde, the film offers us a
glimpse into the world of what are known as “tribute
artists,” lookalikes who play stars on stage, television,
and in films.
Interwoven with these interviews are vignettes from
the production, promotion, and release of Amir Salman
Shahrukh (2016), a minor movie starring lookalikes of
three major Bollywood stars.
By means of relaxed exchanges in domestic settings, Urf
examines the outlook of its subjects (and their family) towards
their profession.
Firoz “Bachchan” Khan emphasises that physical likeness
to a star is only part of the requirement; the bulk of it, he says,
involves research, practice, and hard work.
Indeed, many of the artists we see in the film make up for
what they lack in resemblance with a conscientiousness and
charm that is impressive. Kishor believes that his mimicry
of Dev Anand has a signature of its own that would inspire
neophytes more than the star’s persona itself.
Prashant is just happy if he could make people laugh, no
matter in derision or delight.
Despite this touch of pride, their self-image proves rather
conflicted. The three artists we see in the film are united in
their desire to break away from being typecast and strike out
on their own.
All three appear to be on different stages of the same
journey: Kishor, the most senior of the trio, has long
transitioned into a busy career in light music. The middleaged Firoz is now a regular on TV shows where he does not
have to play Bachchan anymore. Prashant, for his part, seems
at a crossroads, still trying to find his voice. The older men
regard their earlier fascination with impersonation as youthful
indiscretion.

H

Prashant Walde aka Shah Rukh Khan in Urf’s trailer
Underlying this ambivalence is a change in the nature of
stardom and celebrity. In a mixture of wistfulness and selfdeception, Kishor and Firoz view themselves as the last of their
kind. The latter offers a striking diagnosis of why there are
increasingly fewer impersonators in Mumbai: it is that there are
scarcely any stars with their own styles anymore, absorbed as
actors today are into an anonymous naturalist manner.
And then, says Firoz, celebrity is not as scarce as it used to be.
Technological advance, including multiplication of
distribution channels, has meant that stars can be seen by
fans any time they want, rendering the vicarious thrill of
impersonators redundant.
Unusual though its subject is, Urf is a work that comes in the
line of documentaries looking at various facets of the lives of
impersonators.
Premiering at the same IFFR 14 years ago, The Reinactors
(2008) trained its attention on the community of lookalikes and
cosplayers dotting the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Just About Famous (2015) normalised the practice, portraying
these artists as consummate professionals serving a concrete
cultural function.
Perhaps the best of these documentaries, Bronx Obama
(2014), spirals out from the private life of the president’s
lookalike to explore America’s class and racial relations.
If celebrity impersonators in these earlier films were

Ajax Crematorium & Visitation Centre

presented as social outcasts hustling to make ends meet,
the individual we see in Urf can only be described as
solidly middle class.
We accompany Kishor on a visit to his spacious new
apartment in a high rise, but professional doldrums
aside, even Prashant seems financially better off than
most of the hopefuls that make up the fringe of the
Bombay film industry.
At one level, their relative success marks them out
as exceptions in a niche, if competitive field, but it also
reflects a vast demand for lookalikes that persists in spite
of the pejorative associations the profession carries.
We see signs of this flourishing secondary market all
through Abbasi’s film. The impersonators are featured
performers in weddings and corporate events, play body
doubles to their stars in commercials, and get top billing
in parodies and B-grade knockoffs of popular movies.
Urf relates this parallel economy to the insatiable thirst
for celebrity that Bollywood inspires, or more often than not,
manufactures.
Ardent fans from all across the country assemble outside
Shah Rukh Khan’s home to catch a glimpse of their idol,
declaring with a zealot’s faith that, “He will come.”
Some of this adoration rubs off on his lookalike, Prashant,
who is constantly asked for photographs by admirers who
would not stand a chance of getting as close to the original.
These reflections notwithstanding, Abbasi’s film is a modest
proposal. Unlike The Reinactors or Bronx Obama, it does not
hazard wider socio-political arguments. There is certainly
something to be said about the paradox that the work of these
impersonators is devalued as being unoriginal by an industry
that thrives on formulae and remakes.
But Urf is not the place for theoretical considerations.
Abbasi’s film instead lets the human-interest stories take centre
stage.
It does not address the lookalike artists as a community.
Its success, on the contrary, lies in individualising them, in
letting them recount their journeys and aspirations without
undercutting them. Far from the freaks of primetime
television, they come across as decent, reasonable people
providing for their families while trying to keep the inner
flame alive.
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Racism in English Cricket

Middlesex head reinforces stereotypes

E

nglish cricket came under fresh criticism last week for its English cricket as “institutionally racist”. He is a former Yorkattitudes towards racism and “outdated” stereotypes after shire player.
Following O’Farrell’s statement, Rafiq tweeted: “This has just
Chairman of Middlesex, Mike O’Farrell, told Parliament
that the lack of diversity in the game was due to Black players confirmed what an endemic problem the game has. I actually
can’t believe what I am listenpreferring football and rugby,
ing to.”
and the Asian community priHe later told Sky Sports: “Lisoritising education.
tening to some of [O’Farrell’s]
As The Guardian and ESnarratives, I’ve got a message
PNcricinfo reported, Azeem
for him: we all love cricket.
Rafiq and Ebony RainfordThis narrative that we’ve been
Brent, among others, exhearing for a long time about
pressed disbelief after O’Farrell
the [South] Asian people wantsuggested to a Digital, Culing to go study – that’s because
ture, Media and Sport select
we’ve not been made to feel
committee hearing it was not
welcome in our workspaces …”
cricket’s fault that more players
Former England cricketer,
from ethnic communities were
and now a commentator, Rainnot playing the game.
ford-Brent described O’Farrell’s
Said O’Farrell: “The other
Azeem Rafiq
Ebony Rainford-Brent
comments as “just painful”. She
thing in the diversity bit is that
the football and rugby world becomes much more attractive heads the ACE Programme charity that aims to engage young
to the Afro-Caribbean community. And in terms of the South people of African and Caribbean heritage.
Said Rainford-Brent: “Honestly these outdated views in the
Asian community, we’re finding that they do not want necessargame are exactly why we are in this position.
ily to commit the same time that is necessary
Unfortunately the decision makers hold on to
to go to the next step because they sometimes
these myths. ‘The Black community only likes
prefer to go into other educational fields, and
football, and [the] Asian community is only
then cricket becomes secondary. Part of that is
interested in education’. Seriously, the game debecause it’s a rather more time-consuming sport
serves better.”
than some others. So, we’re finding that’s diffiO’Farrell later apologised, saying he was
cult.”
“devastated” that the lack of clarity and context
O’Farrell’s comments were similar to those
in his answers had led to the “conclusions some
made by the former Football Association Chairhave made”.
man Greg Clarke, who was forced to resign after
Said O’Farrell: “I was aiming to make the
telling the same committee in 2020 that South
point that as a game, cricket has failed a generaAsians choose careers in IT over sport, The
tion of young cricketers, in systematically failGuardian noted.
ing to provide them with the same opportuniAccording to The Guardian’s November 2020
Mike O’Farrell
ties that other sports and sectors so successfully
report, while appearing before the DCMS select
committee, Clarke used the term “coloured” to describe Black, provide,” he said.
He added, “Cricket has to take responsibility for these failAsian, and minority ethnic people, and suggested that “different
career interests” led South Asians to choose careers in IT over ings. We at Middlesex are no different. We have an academy
side that contains in excess of 60 percent British-born Asian and
sport.
Both Clarke and O’Farrell were immediately condemned by Black young cricketers, and we must take responsibility for enRafiq. Last November, Rafiq gave explosive and emotional testi- suring that the route into the professional game is as accessible
mony to the same DCMS select committee, where he described and appealing as other sports or opportunities.”

Duke quit ECB fearing ‘poster girl’ role

F

ormer chair of Leicestershire Mehmooda Duke feared be- Duke’s departure. They refused to respond directly, citing mating held up as a “poster girl” for cricket’s inclusive ambi- ters of confidentiality.
tions, and so quit her post on the eve of England & Wales
As ESPNcricinfo reported, Julian Knight, the DCMS chair,
Cricket Board’s unveiling their game-wide anti-racism strategy, put it to Amos that Duke’s resignation must have been a “hamThe Telegraph first reported last week.
mer blow to the ambitions of the ECB”, given their stated aim of
According to the report cited by ESPNcricinfo, Duke’s con- achieving 30 percent boardroom representation by women and
cern, and subsequent action, were outlined in
representative ethnicities by April 2022.
a letter submitted to members of the Digital,
Baroness Amos also revealed she had a
Culture, Media and Sport select committee.
personal conversation with Duke following
Duke had been one of only two non-white
her exit from the ECB. She also indicated she
chairs of a first-class county, and was also the
had Duke’s permission to discuss her cononly female in such a post. She walked away
cerns with the ECB, but not to divulge them
last November, four months ahead of her
at the committee hearing. These reservations
scheduled departure in March.
will be put to the ECB for further considerAccording to The Telegraph, Duke’s letter
ation, with a decision made on whether a foralso called for “fresh leadership at the national
mal investigation is required.
level”, likely a choice of words that seemed to
However, DCMS committee chair Julian
point to the ECB’s chief executive, Tom HarKnight MP was unconvinced by the ECB’s
rison.
position to “look at” the episode, and deAlso, according to The Telegraph, Duke’s
manded clarity and transparency on their
letter to the DCMS select committee spoke to
stance.
her being “intimidated”, “coerced”, and “maSaid Baroness Amos: “I think it’s a huge
Mehmooda Duke
noeuvred” by the ECB in the wake of Azeem
pity that [Duke] has resigned.”
Rafiq’s claims of institutional racism in English cricket, adding
She added, “I hope Mehmooda will stay connected with the
that she walked away because she was being treated as a “token game. There are a number of issues that she and I have talked
woman of colour” on a predominantly white, male board.
through that I feel are important to bring to the attention of the
In her resignation statement in November, Duke said that board.”
cricket had been “torn apart” by the racism scandal, and that
Labour MP for Cardiff West, Kevin Brennan, quoted what apshe was “deeply saddened by the hurt felt by individuals within peared to be extracts from Duke’s letter to the committee, asking
our game”.
whether she had felt “intimidated, coerced, and manoeuvred by
Duke has not spoken publicly since her departure, and is due the ECB?”
to take up a new role as High Sheriff of Leicestershire at the beWhile there were no direct answers from ECB’s representaginning of April.
tives, O’Brien did offer a glimmer of detail when he was asked
Last week during another difficult session in Parliament, the whether Duke had been “unhappy in any way with any of your
ECB’s representatives Harrison, along with Barry O’Brien, the personal dealings with her, in the way that you’ve handled her
interim chair; non-executive director, Baroness Valerie Amos; concerns?”
and deputy chair, Martin Darlow, were repeatedly quizzed about
“Yeah. She may have been,” O’Brien replied.
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Sir Curtly Ambrose

Shivnarine Chanderpaul

Chanders & Sir Curtly
now Tallawahs coaches

S

hivnarine Chanderpaul has been appointed head coach
for the 2022 Hero Caribbean Premier League campaign,
the Jamaica Tallawahs announced last week. It also revealed that Sir Curtly Ambrose was named as bowling coach.
“It’s an absolute honour to be appointed as the new head
coach of the Jamaica Tallawahs, and I am really looking forward
to working with the players and support staff to bring another
championship to Jamaica,” Chanderpaul said.
Chanderpaul was recently appointed batting consultant to
West Indies Rising Stars for their ICC Under-19 World Cup
campaign. He has also been attached to the coaching staff of
Guyana Jaguars in the first-class championship.
He retired from international cricket seven years ago after
playing 164 Tests and scoring
11,867 runs at an average of 43
with 30 hundreds, and 8,778
runs in 264 One-Day Internationals at an average of 41.
Meanwhile, Sir Curtly has
in the past served as a West
Indies assistant coach, on the
coaching staff of Combined
Campuses and Colleges, and is
currently attached to the Rising
Stars. He took 405 wickets in
98 Tests, and 225 wickets from
Andre Coley
176 ODIs.
“Shivnarine has had an illustrious playing career and is one
of the greats of the game. He has served West Indies cricket
with distinction, and I know he will take the Tallawahs to new
heights,” said Tallawahs owner Krishna Persaud.
Also, “Sir Curtly brings in a lot of technical expertise and experience to the Tallawahs, and we look forward to having him
in the team.”
Tallawahs were champions in 2013 and 2016, finished fifth
last year, and failed to make the play-offs of the tournament
staged in St Kitts and Nevis.
It was also announced that Jamaican Andre Coley, head coach
of the Jamaica Scorpions in the regional four-day competition,
was named assistant coach.
General manager of the Tallawahs Jeff Miller said he was elated to have the trio on board.
“We are excited and welcome Chanderpaul, Sir Curtly, and
Coley to the Tallawahs family,” he said.

Fewer venues for WI ODIs

A

change to the schedule for India’s home series against
West Indies was announced last week by the Board of
Control for Cricket in India, with the six white ball
games now scheduled for just Ahmedabad and Kolkata.
As Cricbuzz reported, the Tours and Fixtures Committee
made recommendations to limit the series to a couple of venues
as opposed to six different locations that were planned earlier.
Apart from Ahmedabad and Kolkata, the games were also
scheduled to be held in Jaipur, Cuttack, Visakhapatnam, and
Thiruvananthapuram.
However, the rise in Covid-19 cases across India forced the
BCCI to come up with a revised schedule to reduce travel and
the movement of the teams, officials, broadcasters, and other accompanying personnel.
The ODI series starts off the tour on February 6 in Ahmedabad. The teams will then move to Kolkata to play the threematch T20I series, with the tour concluding on February 20. The
BCCI also rescheduled the third ODI, which will now be played
on February 11 and not February 12.
India vs West Indies schedule: February 6, 1st ODI,
Ahmedabad; February 9, 2nd ODI, Ahmedabad; February 11,
3rd ODI, Ahmedabad; February 16, 1st T20I, Kolkata; February 18, 2nd T20I, Kolkata; February 20, 3rd T20I, Kolkata.
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Sana, Lee among top ICC women 2021 players

P

akistan all-rounder Fatima Sana has been named Inter- reported.
Meanwhile, South Africa batter Lizelle Lee was named as ICC
national Cricket Council Emerging Women’s Cricketer
Women’s ODI Cricketer, finishing up last year as the highest
of 2021, Asian News International reported last week.
Last year Sana took 24 wickets at an average of 23.95, and run-scorer in the 50-over format, ANI also reported.
Lee’s year got off to a less-thanscored 165 runs at 16.50 in 16 interideal start, out for a duck in the first
national matches.
ODI against Pakistan.
She is 20-years-old, and also a
However, she came back strongpace bowler.
ly with two scores of 40, and played
Sana impressed with her alla vital role in South Africa’s sweep.
round efforts last year, becoming an
She was then unstoppable on the
integral part of Pakistan’s ODI and
following tour of India, racking up
T20I side with her wicket-taking
runs for SA’s 4-1 series win. With
as a bowler, and her ability to score
288 runs, including one hundred
runs down the order.
and two fifties, Lee ended the series
Apart from playing in Pakistan,
as the highest run-scorer, and was
Sana has toured Bangladesh, the
Fatima Sana
awarded the Player of the Series.
West Indies, South Africa, and ZimLee carried her form over to the
babwe.
series against West Indies, and was
Her all-round performance has
once again the top run-getter.
been impressive during each tour,
Later, in the third match of the
with 18 of her 24 wickets last year
series against India, Lee hit the
acquired from 11 matches played
highest individual ODI score of her
against the West Indies.
career.
She has also shown power and
In South Africa’s chase of 249,
range with the bat in the lowerLee mixed caution with aggresorder. Batting at number eight, she
sion, and kept building partnerhas registered scores of 28, 22, and
ships, first with Laura Wolvaardt,
17 against strong sides like West Inand then with Lara Goodall. She
dies, South Africa, and Zimbabwe
Lizelle Lee
scored boundaries regularly, and
respectively.
Sana’s most memorable performance was in the Caribbean in soon brought up her fifty. She then strung together a 97-run
July, claiming her maiden five-for in ODIs, and also playing an partnership with Mignon du Preez, during the course of which
attacking knock of 28 to power Pakistan to a 22-run win, ANI she brought up her third ODI century.

Windies women looking for 250-run totals in SA

C

onsistent and competitive totals are key to West Indies
Walsh said the aborted campaign had disrupted the squad’s
Women being successful in the upcoming ICC 50-overs preparation, and may have hurt their quest for performance
World Cup in New Zealand, head coach Courtney consistency, despite their clean sweep of Pakistan Women in KaWalsh said last week.
rachi last November.
Acknowledging that the women team’s batting has been un“We’re headed in the right direction. Unfortunately, we didn’t
predictable at times, Walsh said the team’s thinking now is to use get a lot more game time on the previous tour of Zimbabwe
the four-match One-Day International series starting in South and after the qualifiers, because it would have given us enough
Africa on Friday to sharpen that area. Consequently, the West games for the ladies to have that confidence, and it would have
Indies Women would be targeting totals around 250.
given us as coaches that level of consistency with a couple of
However, as the Caribbean Media Corporation reported, good scores,” he noted.
Walsh also stressed the need for
Said Walsh: “There were just
the careful assessment of condinot enough games, so this tour
tions, and the opposition.
now is paramount to getting us
“We have to assess the condiplaying some cricket again, and
tions we’re playing [in]. Under
if we can continue where we left
normal conditions, you want to
off in Pakistan and [from] the
score at a certain amount of runs
qualifiers and just keep that conper over, so you’re looking at an
sistency going, then I’ll be very
average score of 240- 250,” Walsh
happy for that. And once we play
said.
that type of cricket, it gives us a
He added, “But not all the
chance of doing extremely well.”
surfaces are going to give you
Last September, West Indies
West Indies women celebrate fall of a wicket
that; or not all the teams you play
Women suffered a 4-1 thrashing
against can give you that score, so we have to assess every op- at the hands of an inspired South Africa Women in a five-match
position. If we can score consistently in that area of 240 to 250, ODI series in Antigua, and Walsh expects the South Africa Januthen you give yourself the best chance. You’re going to have low- ary 25 to February 6 series to be the ideal preparation ahead of
scoring games from time to time, but that is what we’re trying to the March 4 to April 3 World Cup.
create, that we can be consistent, in getting over the 250 mark.”
“We planned for the tour to be this way because we wanted
He also noted that if the team batted well, the scoreboard a very good test before we go into the World Cup. …the one
could hit the 300-run mark.
drawback we had is that we didn’t get enough game time on the
“We have not ruled anything out, but it’s just having a little bit previous tour, which would have given us a lot more cricket – a
of consistency with all the batters and everybody contributing in lot more competitive cricket – and it would have helped us a lot
a team effort,” he said.
more on this tour,” he said.
The ODI series against South Africa is the first since the
Additionally, “We now have to be looking at this tour to
abandoned campaign at the ICC World Cup Qualifiers in Zim- ensure everybody gets ready for the World Cup. I think when
babwe last November, when organisers were forced to hastily you’re playing the number two ranked team, you can’t ask for
scrap the tournament due to Covid-19 concerns. West Indies much better than that. We’ll have to pull out all the stops, and
Women then spent nearly two weeks in the Gulf state of Oman look at all the areas we need to improve on and this tour will give
before flying home mid-December.
us that sort of guideline.”

Women’s World Cup will go ahead despite new restrictions in NZ

T

he Women’s World Cup will go ahead as planned in
March and April despite further Covid-19 restrictions
now in effect in New Zealand, the British Broadcasting
Corporation reported last week.
The New Zealand government introduced tighter measures
last week following an outbreak of the Omicron variant in the
country. Before the government’s move last week, personnel and
players were already facing ten days of quarantine.
However, New Zealand Sports Minister Grant Robertson has
said the tournament can “absolutely” go ahead. The latest ‘red’
level of restrictions puts a cap of 100 vaccinated people attending events, and enforces mask wearing in shops and on public
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transport. However, matches at the World Cup will not have attendance capped at 100.
“The Women’s Cricket World Cup organisers have been planning for this tournament to take place in the red setting. Bear in
mind, when we brought the red setting in, it is possible to use
the defined space rules to effectively have pods of 100 people, as
long as they keep separate from one and another, and come into
and out of the venue separately,” Robertson said last week.
The Covid-19 pandemic has already seen the tournament
postponed from February and March last year. Champions England will begin the defence of the title they won in 2017 against
Australia in Hamilton on March 5.

Cricket Schedule
(All Times Local)

Sunday February 6, 2022
West Indies tour of India, 2022
India vs WI, 1st ODI, Narendra Modi Stadium,
Ahmedabad, 1:00 PM.
Wednesday February 9, 2022
India vs WI, 2nd ODI, Narendra Modi Stadium,
Ahmedabad, 1:00 PM
Friday February 11, 2022
Sri Lanka tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs Sri Lanka, 1st T20I, Sydney Cricket
Ground, Sydney, 7:10 PM
India vs WI, 3rd ODI, Narendra Modi Stadium,
Ahmedabad, 1:00 PM
Sunday February 13, 2022
Australia vs Sri Lanka, 2nd T20I, Sydney
Cricket Ground, 7:10 PM
Tuesday February 15, 2022
Australia vs Sri Lanka, 3rd T20I, Manuka Oval,
Canberra, 7:10 PM
Wednesday February 16, 2022
India vs WI, 1st T20I, Eden Gardens, Kolkata,
7:00 PM
Thursday February 17, 2022
South Africa tour of New Zealand, 2022
New Zealand vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 1,
Hagley Oval, Christchurch, 11:00 AM
Friday February 18, 2022
Australia vs Sri Lanka, 4th T20I, Melbourne
Cricket Ground, Melbourne, 7:10 PM
India vs WI, 2nd T20I, Eden Gardens, 7:00 PM
New Zealand vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 2,
Hagley Oval, Christchurch, 11:00 AM
Saturday February 19, 2022
Zealand vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 3, Hagley
Oval, Christchurch, 11:00 AM
Sunday February 20, 2022
Australia vs Sri Lanka, 5th T20I, Melbourne
Cricket Ground, 05:10 PM
India vs WI, 3rd T20I, Eden Gardens, 7:00 PM
New Zealand vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 4,
Hagley Oval, Christchurch, 11:00 AM
Monday February 21, 2022
New Zealand vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 5,
Hagley Oval, Christchurch, 11:00 AM
Friday February 25, 2022
India vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 1, M.
Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru, 9:30 AM
New Zealand vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 1,
Basin Reserve, Wellington, 11:00 AM
Saturday February 26, 2022
India vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 2, M.
Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru, 9:30 AM
NZ vs SA, 2nd Test, Day 2, Basin Reserve,
Wellington, 11:00 AM
Sunday February 27, 2022
India vs SL, 1st Test, Day 3, M. Chinnaswamy
Stadium, Bengaluru, 9:30 AM
New Zealand vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 3,
Basin Reserve, Wellington, 11:00 AM
Monday February 28, 2022
India vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 4, M.
Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru, 9:30 AM
New Zealand vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 4,
Basin Reserve, Wellington, 11:00 AM
Tuesday March 1, 2022
India vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 5, M.
Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru, 9:30 AM
TBC vs England, 4-day Practice Match, Day 1,
Coolidge Cricket Ground, Antigua, 10:00 AM
NZ vs SA , 2nd Test, Day 5, Basin Reserve,
Wellington, 11:00 AM
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton

SO

LD

For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Caledon

For Sale!!! $1,699,900

SOLD OVER ASKING PRICE!!!
Location! Location! Location! Corner unit 4 bdrm + 1 (sep.
basement apt!!!). Main floor layout features: office/den,
separate formal dining + sep. living area. Kitchen boasts
plenty of counter space (granite countertops) with a large
island featuring an under-mounted sink. Hardwood floors
throughout! 2nd flr layout features 4 lrge bdrms (including
master bdrm) with 1 semi ensuite bath+1 private ensuite for
guests. Master bedroom features His & Hers walk-in closets
+ large master 5pc ensuite with His & Hers Sinks.

Brampton

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

Duo Condos
Better Together

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Etobicoke
SOLD
$110,000
OVER
ASKING
PRICE!!!
SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

The place where transit
and schools are within
touching distance.
Shopping, parks, trails,
and lush golf courses
add excitement. Relaxing
amenities and livable
suites bring joy every day.

437-235-7599

Artwalk Condos Vaughan
Artwalk Condos is a new
condo development by
SmartCentres currently
in preconstruction at
101 Edgeley Boulevard,
Vaughan. The development
is scheduled for completion
in 2026. Available units
range in price from
$620,000 to over $980,000.
Artwalk Condos has a total
of 624 units. Sizes range
from 508 to 892 square feet.
Starting
From Low -

$600s*

Brampton: HIGHEST SOLD ON THE STREET!!!
A must see!! Location
location: newly
renovated, custom
kitchen with quartz
counter top, stainless
steel appliances, modern
layout, 3 new 4-piece
washrooms, new plumbing & electrical panel (100
amps), sub floor with hardwood flooring on upper &
main, oak stairs, potlights, potential 2 bedroom layout
finished basement unit with laundry & kitchen roughin, new front & basement windows - & much more.
Close to all amenities, transit & highway 410.

$949,000

TAB

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

Coming soon to Brampton.

Narrative Condos

Starting
From

Starting
From Low

$300s

Victory Green Markham, ON

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

$700K

Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

It all begins at 7437 Kingston Road – a unique project set against
the backdrop of both nature and the city. Located on Kingston
Road, adjacent to Rouge and Port Union, The Narrative offers
the perfect balance of nearby green space, a diverse and
welcoming community, nearby amenities, and easy access to
the heart of Toronto via the 401.
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C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

